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Senator Bill Bradley At Trinity Spring Weekend
Presidential candidate makes first appearance after primary Safe For This Year
BY SARA GETMAN

News Editor

Spring Weekend will be held
this year, just as it has in years
past. Despite controversy surrounding the scheduling of the
Trinity tradition, it will take
place on the last weekend of the
semester before finals.
Spring Weekend was in jeopardy because of the addition of
three extra reading days to the
end of the academic calendar. It
could not be held the weekend
before because that is the weekend of both Easter Sunday and
Passover.
In an email to the student
body, Vice President for Student
Services Sharon Herzberger
stated that "Dean Mary Thomas
ETHAN KRAVITZ
and Dean Miller Brown met
Presidential Candidate Senator Bill Bradley speaks to students and supporters in Vernon
early Tuesday morning to finalCenter.
ize their decision to allow students to hold Spring Weekend
changes
in
technology,
family,
with
important
issues,
such
as
BY A N N O ' C O N N E U
and immigration. "We are at a child poverty. He described a on Saturday, April 29, and SunNews Editor
time of unprecedented prosper- scene in which lobbyists day, April 30."
ity. This is a time when we mobbed a large tax bill but neSGA President Russell Fugett
Vernon Center was packed should be able to do some things glected a bill that dealt with '01 was informed of the Adminon Wednesday morning for the in this country," said Bradley human rights. "We have come to istrators' decision Tuesday
the
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staff, as well as many off cam- now time to dream big dreams
Bradley closed his speech by
pus supporters, turned out to and help the unfortunate.
saying "I believe everything I've
hear the presidential candidate
Bradley compared his big told you. My campaign is based
speak in his first public appear- dreams for the nation to the big on the radical belief that you
ance since his defeat in the New dreams of Franklin D. can go out and tell people what
Roosevelt, and said that there you believe, and win... we will
Hampshire primaries.
Bradley kept the high level of was even more reason to achieve have a triumph for the new polienergy generated by the ex- these dreams, owing to the tics."
pectant audience when he took present prosperity of the United
see BRADLEY on page ten
the podium, bouncing a Trinity States' economy.
To illustrate this point, the
basketball.
"Yesterday is sending a mes- senator told the story of a fourth
sage that the ball is bouncing grade teacher who discovered
on, the ball is bouncing on, the that a child in her class had not
ball is bouncing on..." said the eaten breakfast because it was
former senator, in reference to not her turn. Bradley vowed to
BY DAVIS ALBOHM
the narrow margin between change the problems confrontNews Writer
ing
the
nation
by
implementing
himself and Vice President Gore
in the New Hampshire prima- his program for affordable
Recently, the College deries, "The message is that the health care for all American
cided to provide movies to the
new politics is on the move; that citizens. "I'm not going to settle
student body via the Trinity
we can change politics in this for anything less," said Bradley.
The senator addressed the
Television station. These films
country and make it a better
tendency of lobbyists to only
are currently broadcast on
place because of you."
Channel 23, and over the past
Bradley spoke about the support those bills that deal
few weeks features have inchanges that are taking place in with large sums of money, included American Pie and The
the United States today, the stead of those bills that deal
Thomas Crown Affair,
The movies provide an alternative entertainment
source for students, however
an important issue has been
raised.
Faculty members awarded with full professorships
The issue concerns the posNews
PS- 7
sible future impact of the
broadcast of these films on the
The last hurrah
business at Austin Arts CenJ
Opinion
PSter and Cinestudio, the indeBehind the scenes with Jones One
pendent, largely student run
movie theater on campus.
Features
PS- >2
Cinestudio Consultant
Ghanaian Painters at Widener Gallery
James Hanley is worried that
20
Arts
P8the cable movies will decrease
attendance at the theater.
AT robbed and molested by magician
Hanley insists that maintainAnnouncements
PS- 22
ing the current amount of inTrinity squashes Harvard
come to the theater is critical,
28
Sports
PS-
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formed because SGA wanted to
go forward with the student
vote they had previously decided to hold regarding whether
or not students wanted spring
weekend to occur.
SGA had an understanding
with Dean Thomas about the
announcement of Spring

Weekend that they would announce the decision to the student body. SGA planned to
make this announcement Friday morning after the vote was
completed Thursday evening.
According
to
Sharon
Herzberger's email the administration was "led to believe that
SGA had informed [the campus]
early Tuesday afternoon." The
email preceded SGA's announcement due to miscommunications between the
students and administration.
SGA didn't, want to lose the
momentum of the vote from
students, which they thought
might happen if students felt
that Spring Weekend was secured. Fugett stated that, "We
still felt that we needed the vote
because the future of Spring
weekend is still uncertain. Potentially next year this could be
an issue. We want to be able to
say to administrator's, this is
what the student's want, lets
keep Spring Weekend the way
it has been for the last 20 years,"
According to Fugett, approximately 900 students voted. Out
j)l these 900, about 10 voted
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end. Thus, SGA got the results
they had hoped for.
They are planning to use the
results from this vote as they
talk to administrators this year
about the future of Spring
Weekend. Their hope is to secure the future of Spring Weeksee WEEKEND on page nine

Alternate Source of Movies
Threatens Campus Theaters
in order to guarantee the survival and success of the business. "We receive no subsidies
from the College, therefore all of
our costs and expenses come
from ticket sales.
Also, only two consultants
are paid, and sixty students volunteer their time to ensure the
success of Cinestudio." Hanley
states that attendance is so criti-

cal, that even losing twenty
patrons a night would affect
the theater's ability to purchase top films that would
appeal.to the community.
Earlier in the semester,
Hanley met with Vice President of Student Services
Sharon Herzberger, Director of
see MOVIES on page ten

Inside This Week's Issue

Cinestudio, the student run movie house on campus is
worried that TT V's programming will interfere with its ticket
sales.
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Admissions: Less is more
The dorms are overcrowded, the classrooms are overflowing, and we're
paying $30,000 for the privilege. Trinity claims to be an elite institution,
yet by constantly over-admitting, it is substantially harming the ultimate
goal of providing a top-quality liberal arts education.
Every current class at Trinity is large, with over 500 students, and this
year's freshmen number a whopping 566. While that number is believed
to be an anomaly, the admissions office must still take the steps necessary
to cap the incoming Class of 2004 at the faculty recommended size of 450
to 475 students.
Overcrowding causes more than a simple freshman housing crunch. It
strikes at the very heart of the campus' academic structure. Trinity has
worked hard to improve academic standards on campus, yet when class
sizes are too big, discussion and creative assignments are practically
impossible.
First-year seminars, intended for 15 students, all hold more than number.
Other entry-level classes are also overbooked, prohibiting many students
from taking the courses they need to plan for their major and minor.
Professors are over-stressed by increased grading loads, more advisees,
which leads to less student access and an overalldecrease in academic
rigor. Because Trinity as a top liberal arts college prides itself on the accessibility of professors to students, the current situation is unacceptable
As for housing, the new Summit Stfeet dormitory should help the overcrowding on campus, but only if the current numbers are maintained.
Hopefully lounges will be restored in all residences, and six people will
not be forced to live in rooms designed for four. Any increase however,
especially with the pending renovation of Jarvis, will cause an immense
strain on Trinity's housing resources, for at least the next four years.
Simply put, Trinity does not currently have the facilities to handle another class of over 500 students. This college is bending at the seams
already trying to deal with the oversized Class of 2003 and should not
make that mistake again with the class of 2004.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office is located in the basement ofJackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100.
Visit our website at wwv/.trincolledu/info/pub_student/tripod.
Subscribe to The Tripod: $15for 11 issues (1 semester), $28for 22 issues (lyear),
$50 for 44 issues (2 years), $90for 88 issues (4 years).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Office
FAX
(860)297-2583
(860)297-2584
(860)297-5361
Letters to The Tri nity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
The Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL: Box 702582 • E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Freshman Dorms Aren't THAT Bad
To the Editor:
"Who the heck wants to live
in a freshmen dorm?" Many
people dismiss the thought of
becoming First-Year Mentor
with that question. It is a shame
that they never even learn of all
the positive aspects of the job.
It is an excellent opportunity
to extend your experience and
impart your knowledge to FirstYear students who know only
of Trinity myth. It is so easy to
focus on oneself in college and
not give back to the Trinity
community. The incoming students need to be taught to study,
write, and think at the college
level, and it is unbelievably rewarding to work as a mentor
with the FYs and see them
make the adjustment to college
academics and college life.
To aid mentors in the work
they do with the students, the
First-Year program offers a variety of resources including
training, references, and even
the expertise of other mentors.
Yes, you will live in a FirstYear residence hall, but you
know what, it is not that bad. In
fact, this has been the most rewarding aspect of the experience. Living with new people,
being the one the students come
to with questions and concerns,
and, let's not forget, given the
housing, situation, being assigned a single room: these are

rare opportunities available to
mentors.
In addition to the intrinsic rewards of mentoring, the FirstYear Program awards one
academic credit and $3000 to
each mentor for the year. We
understand the program is a
large responsibility and we are
looking only for the hardest
working, most successful students, and we feel that those students should be compensated
for their efforts.
It also bears pointing out that
mentors reside in the First-Year
halls to aid academically and
help the students adjust to the
college environment. Mentors,
while expected to support and
work with the RAs, are not compelled to police the dorms, nor
are they ever on call.
This is an unbelievable opportunity to give back to the
Trinity community, make a real
difference, and demonstrate
leadership and academic success. It is a shame that some students dismiss the program
when there are clearly so many
reasons to become a part of it.
If interested, please contact the
First-Year office at X5331 or stop
by in the Jones basement.
Think about it.
Sincerely,
JeffGilbreth
Mentor recruiting team

Students Can Make a Difference: Vote
ity student and citizen of Hartford the opportunity to vote in
As citizens in a democracy, the 2000 presidential election.
each year we are called upon to As our generation starts to take
do our civic duty and exercise control of America and the
our right to vote. However, ev- world, it is important that we
ery year too few of us capital- make use of the right for which
ize on this responsibility. With so many past generations have
a major presidential election fought and died. So, let your
approaching, now more than voice be heard. Fill out a voter
ever, we need citizens, espe- registration form and uphold
cially America's youth, to reg- your American responsibility.
Sincerely,
ister to vote.
Trinity College is participating in a national quest to help
Jonathan Prosnit '01
alleviate voter apathy and regConnPirg's SUAVE (Students
ister college students to vote. United for Achieving Voter EnWe want to provide every Trin- rollment)
To the Editors:

Self Accolades
This week Pillow Talk would like to thank...well, us. Fortunately
a lot of people made fools of themselves this weekend. There had
to be something to amuse us, since the rest of the weekend served
as a reminder that we are no longer on that.particular Top 5.
Political Faux Pas

Self-congratulations aside, at
least they are, amusing

Bill Bradley

The most upbeat political
funeral we've ever seen, and a
surprisingly good turnout for 9
AM

Old School #5

Just like old times, when
Bradley brings more people to
the Barn than beer does.
Solution: Bartendin' Bill Bradley

Student Activities' Weekend
Events in the Barn

Since no one shows up, there's
more free beer for us.

People trying to get into AT

Nods this week to the Queen of
X Hearts, though dancing on the
table was a bit much. Simple
formula people: You - Pants - AT

Spring Weekend

SGA presses the panic button
after the fact. It's good to know
someone listens to the students.
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The Import Of A Single Man
Noonan Analyzes The Significance of The Presidential Race
"Al Gore and George W Bush
are the same person," one Trinity student recently said to me
in an off-the-cuff political discussion. That statement, albeit
hyperbolical and somewhat ill
•

•'
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Patrick R. Noonan formed,
The Last Hurrah
repre™""
sents
an undercurrent of thought •
prevalent amongst many
people that this election does
not really matter.
True, all the major candidates
in the election profess to be
moderates, endlessly grasping
at the vital center of the American electorate. Moreover, with
the House likely swinging to
the Democrats and the Senate
remaining within Republican
hands, many think that the
next president will not be able
to enact a broad agenda. And,
there will be another election in
four years, so we can just wait
and see what happens.
Nevertheless, this election
will be crucial in at least one
area that affects numerous aspects of all of our lives - the future composition of the United
States Supreme Court. Currently, four of the nine justices
are over 65, and conventional
wisdom says that the next
president could likely be in a
position to nominate at least •
three justices, including the
chief justice. With the court
divided between moderate and;
Dalance or power could be
tipped either way. ,
. Would the election of Bush
be very different than Gore in
that,r,espe.ct? Absolutely. Bush
has been courting the far right
even more as his nomination
race with John McCain has

transformed from a coronation
to a battle. In order to get the
support of these groups, he will
have to promise to protect their
interests on the issues that inflame them: school prayer and
vouchers, ending affirmative
action, and, of course, overturning Roe v. Wade, the decision establishing the right to abortion.
None of this is certain, of
course. Dwight Eisenhower, a
fairly-conservative president,
nominated Earl Warren and
William Brennan, two liberal
activist justices who brought
the country school integration,
the right to a lawyer, Miranda
rights and "one man, one vote."
Eisenhower would later lament
his selections.
Bush, lacking Ike's national
prestige and independence, will
have more pressure to nominate
ultraconservatives. Bush Sr. put
David Souter, a moderate and
pro-choice justice, on the court,
and lost the backing of many
far-right supporters - a lesson
that is not lost on George W.
Bush has repeatedly said that
he will not have any kind of litmus test for high court nominations; rather he maintains that
he will only appoint judges
who "strictly interpret the Constitution." That sounds benign:
enough, but whom on the current court does Bush think fits
this description? His answer,
Antonin Scalia, is perhaps the
most conservative justice to sit
on thebenchsince FDR, and
Scalia s reacfcioriWyopW^^B*'
, have sought to undercut many
progressive gains in society that
we have long taken for granted.
What would an America look •
like with one or two acolytes of
Justice Scalia, and his junior
counterpart Clarence Thomas,

having been confirmed to a lifetime appointment? The right to
an abortion would certainly be
overturned, valuing diversity in
education and the workplace
would be a crime, and the Ten
Commandments will be posted
in every classroom in the nation.
In addition, Scalia adheres to
a view of the Constitution in
which the federal government
is powerless to do anything but
defend the borders and deliver
the mail. In decision after decision, he has said Congress overstepped its bounds in
legislation.
What are his views on labor
standards and protecting the
right to unionize? Leave it to the
states. How about fighting age,
gender and sexual-orientation
discrimination? Leave it to the
states. Well certainly he sees the
benefit of a national policy to
protect the environment, right?
Nope, that too infringes on
states'rights.
In contrast, the election of a
Democrat, either Vice President
Al Gore or former Senator Bill
Bradley, would serve to increase
the number of moderates on the
Court. Both of Clinton's appointees, Stephen Breyer and Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, have proven to
be eloquent and judicious in upholding previous landmark decisions as well as in putting
forth lucid views on new areas
such as disability' rights and
campaign finance reform
Tne
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Court as we advance into the
new millennium. The American people need a president
who will appoint justices who
look forward to the 21st-century
- not-backward to the 19th century.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Previous Letter Unfairly Evaluated
Jarvis' "Unlivable" Conditions
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
the article "Mentor Deems Living Conditions In Jarvis Unhealthy and Unacceptable"
highlighted in last week's Letter
To The Editor section of The Tripod. I found this article to be an
outlandish exaggeration, not to
mention a juvenile approach to
slighting campus resources and
redirecting blame.
As a fellow mentor, I urge the
writer of this letter to consider
the implications of his rhetoric.
Stating that he was 'sentenced
to live in Jarvis as a first year

nity needs the wealth Trinity
has to offer a great deal more
than 170 students who won't
take responsibility for the
housing they are privileged to
have. The people of Hartford
would be overwhelmingly
happy with the chance to live
in such a place. Which brings
me to my next point.
The bathrooms. Yes, the toilets clog. However, even old toilets don't just clog. Perhaps if
the residents refrained from
•disposing inappropriate items
into the toilets, they wouldn't
clog. You can't expect a toilet
to work up to par when kids,

Committing ourselves to this, service, there
was no deceptionas to our future residence
in a first-year designated dorm.
mentor' seems a bit dramatic.
No one forced you to be a mentor; a position, you remember,
which deems its participants
priceless in the lives of first year
students. Committing ourselves to this service, there was
no deception as to our future
residence in a first-year designated dorm. Jarvis is no exception, yes it is old, yes, it has its
problems, however, all of the
first-year dorms could use some '
Martha Stewart-esque wizardry.
The author was asked, by the

even after they see it is clogged,
continue to go to the bathroom
which just adds to the problem.
I am ashamed for my hallmates
each time 1 must call Buildings
and Grounds to report such a
mess, however, 1 feel worse for
those who are stuck cleaning
someone else's. The author
notes, "The same toothpaste
stains are on.the mirrors and
sinks. The floors are continuously filthy too." WelJ.aHowme
to pose a question to our readers. What kind of person is spitting toothpaste on the mirror in
1
the first place? Frankly,! do not
'tone down'a letter addressed to feel that B&G should be responhis mentees over the summer in sible for the. blatant disrespect
which' he compared Jarvis to of students who have obviously
Alcatraz. I do not think this is forgotten that their mothers
without reason. We were asked : and/or personal housekeepers
to write a letter to our mentees are no longer here to scour up
to welcome them to Trinity, after them. 1 suggest the RA's
calm their already shaken and mentors enforce increased
nerves, offer a lifeline even be- levels of respectand cleanliness
fore they arrive. With all of the from their residents if they find
worries incoming first-year stu- it intolerable.
As for the rats. I have yet to
dents must face, telling them their; future home for nine see such vermin, however, I will
months is comparable to a run- take my peer's word for it that
down prison is hardly a warm they exist within our dorm.
welcome. I understand one's This sounds unsanitary and
need to vent, however, taking .slovenly, however, so are the
that out on an unsuspecting two-week old pizza boxes and
first-year is both unfair and un- empty chip bags lying on the
professional. We are employed floor that attract them to
by this school and serve as in- people's rooms. Let's get a grip,.
formed resources for the stu- people. We live in a heavily
dents; this is the choice we made populated city. Gties=people.
People=trash. Trash-rodents.
when we excepted the job.
They
are all over the city. If you
I agree that the present state
don't
want them in your room,
of Jarvis could stand improvement. However, claiming that take precautions. Keep your
the only 'merits' of the 'workers' room clean. And if they do find
was their squashing more furni- their little way in, insist someone comes out to take care of it.
ture into already over-cramped Someone will come out. And if
rooms, is a ridiculous accusa- they don't, have your parents
tion. We must not forget that call. It works to everyone else's
what occurs on this campus is advantage, why shouldn't it
regulated by other than those work to yours?
who actually carry them out.
Blaming the folks in charge of
The administrators and staff
furniture or building and are not to blame for "the injusgrounds or residential life or the tice that is Jarvis." A number of
first year program is not the an- innocent people were unjustly
swer. The sarcasm exemplified slamrrted in this article and bein the statement, "1 mean after fore we; can throw blame, perall, community middle schools haps we should examine our
and Boys & Girls clubs are far own actions and those of our
more important than having peers. How about a little perhumble sanitary environment sonal responsibility?. If you
for all students to live in," shows don't know what that means,
nothing but a cynical student you can visit me during my oflooking to throw rocks. Jarvis is fice hours in my Jarvis single.
much more than humble and
sanitary; have you ever taken a
Sincerely,
look outside our gilded gates?
The greater Hartford commu- -- Constance DuFour '01
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Clinton Clears His Name Keep Appearences
"Jocular and jubilant" the
CNN reporter termed President
Clinton's unveiling of the 2000
Federal Budget Monday morning, "but then again, who

is it such a stretch? In denying
him the title, most of Clinton's
opponents have cited hisextramarital record — a factor he
never let impede upon his abil— — ity to govern. Throughout the impeachment
trial, he remained comBringing on the Weather posed and contrite.
More importantly, he fowouldn't be happy presiding cused on his job rather than the
over a multi-billion dollar sur- events transpiring around him,
plus."
For President Bill giving way to one of the largest
Clinton, the smiles and playful- budgetsurpluses in the nation's
ness of the Budget Address rep- history.
resented more than just the glee
"Still," conservative Republiof another budget surplus. The cans whine, "he is an immoral
times are good for the president: man." True enough, Bill Clinton
his vice president is likely to is hardly the moral leader of
win the Democratic nomina- our country. But is this enough
tion, his wife is competing in an to withhold the label of greathistoric senate race in New ness? After all, Thomas
York, and his daughter is rip- Jefferson and John F. Kennedy
ping up the Stanford scene. Ken — both widely considered great
Starr don't look now, but Presi- presidents — had their share of
dent Clinton is having fun extra-marital affairs. Jefferson,
again.
as we are all learning now, faYes, he's back _ the sweet-talk- thered at least one child outside
ing, joke-cracking, saxophone- of his marriage. No, Monica is
toting governor from Arkansas not enough of a reason to say
— and it's about time.. Those of that Clinton hasn't been great.
us who remember '94 have been
One can't complain too
waiting for the re-emergence of much about his policy, either.
the man who enchanted us Unemployment is at a twentywith his uncanny ability to con- year low. The deficit will be
nect with our generation. Now, paid off by 2013. There is peace
with the storm clouds well be- in Northern Ireland. The Presihind him, President Clinton dential Administration is more
will be able to set the stage for a diverse than ever. Environmennew era of American stability.
tal issues are receiving greater
It is time, therefore, to recog- attention than they ever have.
nize the man for what he is, and Foreign relations with China
wha t he should1 be remembered are improving. The crime rate
as—a great president. After all, is the lowest it has been in

Owen W. Tripp

twenty-five years.
So why then, are we reluctant
to knight him as one of the best
ever? The answer lies in the
President's inability to navigate
his way through the treacherous straits of partisanship.
Over his almost seven years as
president, Bill Clinton has had
a difficult time reaching out to
his counterparts in order to
forge compromise. The result
has been a handful of defeats in
Congress; some of which may
taint his record permanently.
A good example is the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban
Trea,ty that was signed by
Clinton but failed to be ratified
in the senate. Why? The answer is fairly simple; President
Clinton never called Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott to
discuss the measure. Lott then
predictably called ir^ for a vote
along the party line, and the
ratification motion was narrowly defeated.
Now, as the congress prepares
to discuss the 2000 budget,
Clinton should remember the
lesson of the Test Ban Treaty. If
he wants to significantly contribute to his legacy as a president, he needs to be prepared to
make concessions.
When he can successfully
negotiate a bi-partisan compromise, his opponents will be
forced to take an objective look
at his record. And then arguing
that Bill Clinton has not been a
great president will be a much
tougher task..
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Out Of The Media

DIES - WE NEED YOUR HELP
ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4TH.
THE REQUIREMENTS ARE AS
FOLLOWS: 110LBS/APPX
Okay. I have to tell you 5'4"/APPX IF YOU ARE INsomething: I don't consider TERESTED PLEASE RESPOND
myself to be a full-time femi- TO THIS EMAIL." What?!
nist, but there exists a minia- (Again with the capital letters!
ture-sized version of me who is As if we can't read lowercase.)
a feminist and who makes herI know three people, includself known every so often. ing myself, who were offended
Right now she is jumping up by this QP; 1 can only assume
and down and screaming ob- there are more. 1 replied, alscenities. (Things get a little though I knew my email wasn't
out of hand sometimes.)
really going to go to the right
I think I've been repressing place, mentioning that considmy belligerent side and, yes, ering all the eating disorders on
sometimes even violent ten- campus and the destructive
dencies too much lately, be- ideal body image perpetuated
cause right now I'm mad, and by the media, Student Activities
I'm ready to do something should have been more sensiabout it. What that something tive and discreet in their search.
is, I have no idea. But I'll figure (I also asked what they could
that part out later, after the possibly need petite, lightnoise in my head has quieted weight "lady" Trinity College
students for, but I'm still in the
down.
Wednesday. Megan ap- dark about that.)
What happens if you're interproaches the doors to the Cave
BY MEGAN JOSEPH
-* Opinion Writer

My first problem with this sign is that there
obviously will be no mud wrestling at these
squash matches. It's not mud wrestling; it's
squash.
and sees a sign that says: "HOW
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE
BEAUTIFUL TRINITY AND
HARVARD WOMEN RUNNING AROUND IN SKIMPY
COSTUMES????? COME SEE
THEM MUD WRESTLE ON
THE SQUASH COURTS SATURDAY AT NOON! BYOB(no
alcoholic baverages [sic] allowed!)"
I have three obvious problems with this, and one more
that requires some deeper
thought. Myfirstproblemwith
this sign is that there obviously
will be no mud wrestling at
these squash matches. It's not
mud wrestling; it's squash.
My second problem is that
the sign suggests "Bring Your
Own Beer" and then follows
that up with "no alcoholic
baverages allowed." Ha ha, very
funny.
This brings me to my third
objection. If you're going to be
slapping these all over campus,
at least spell check them first!
It's "beverages" not "baverages."
Now here comes the tricky part.
I'm not attacking any particular party, since I don't know
who actually made these signs.
But why would the women's
squash team want people coming to their games to stare at (or
up) their uniforms instead of
coming to actually support the
team? Either the women's
squash team thinks they're not
talented enough to draw an audience who came for the sport,
not the gender of the players, or
they actually like reducing
themselves to walking "skimpy
costumes." Many of the athletes
I know are some of the strongest, most self-confident
women 1 have ever met; none of
them have ever struck me as
needing to use their sex appeal
to justify their athletic talent.
I've found that female athletes
also tend to be more self-confident about their bodies. Which
brings me to my next subject: a
QP that we all received recently
from Student Activities. "LA-

Poster Policy and Logic 101
BY ANDREW WEISS
Opinion Writer

Some say that in the reign of
the Nicholas I of Russia during
the middle of the 19th century
say personal freedoms of the individual sink to some of the all
time lows in the history of Russia and, for that matter, the
world. Spurred by his oppressive fears of revolution, Nicholas ran Russia like an army
regiment. All power in the government was centered into his
hands and delegated by his secret police.
After the revolutions swept
across Europe in the 1830s and
40s, Nicholas even became concerned with writing about himself and shut down most of the
universities in the Russian system. To Nicholas the stability of
Russian of society and government (i.e. his rule) was more important for the people of Russia
than personal freedom. While
he may have gone to extremes
by his obsessive fear of revolution, his concerns do highlight
an important point: sometimes
the individual freedoms need to
take a back seat to communal
needs.
While we certainly do not
live in Czarist Russia, we must
constantly ask this question:
which are more important personal freedoms or communal
stability? It would be easy to
pick up the United States or the
Connecticut Supreme Court's
docket to see several examples
of cases that deal with these issues. But we do not have to
swim the Potomac or travel
down Broad Street to watch
these issues at play. The admin-

istrations' proposed "Poster.
Policy" hint at some of the problems .behind this issue.
Stemming from the investigation into the removal of several signs that were part of a
project in last semester's Political Science 330 class, the Academic Freedom Committee has
suggested that Trinity needs a
policy on the posting of signs.
It would seem that any policy
crafted by Trinity would have
to regulate these elements. On
a college campus, especially
one that claims to be a liberal
arts college, no policy like that
regulates how speech is delivered. However, if a poster policy
is made, either it needs to be so
air tight to completely ensure
everyone's rights or it should
not be made at all.

It would be akin to eliminating
oxygen to the human body to
kill air born diseases. Sure there
would be no more air born diseases, but an unfortunate side
affect is also killing off that
which it was meant to protect.
The only sensible solution
would be the latter; no policy
. should be created at all. In an
e-mail that was send out on
January 18th from the Academic Freedom and Grievance
Committee, it was stated that
any policy that is created
should be made "with the least
number of restrictions." What
this statement sounds like is the
Academic Freedom and Grievance Committee creating some
wiggle space for itself. It would
have just enough loop holes so
that they would have a policy
If the policy is made then it proclaiming-that the rights of
should be detailed and clearly students have been protected,
stated with several layers of but still have room do what
protection for students' rightof they please if the situation were
free speech. Perhaps several to arise. Frankly, simply handcommittees should be set up ing over my right to free speech
and specific rules governing on campus to some committee,
when and where a poster can with student representation or
be posted should be instituted. not, is one of the worst circumEven perhaps going to the ex- stances that I could imagine.
treme of limiting the size,
The only way that this policy
shape, and color of all posters could work is to not have a
that are posed.
policy at all and to deal with
In addition, permanent over- each situation separately. To
sight committees with the re- offer a more sensible solution:
sponsibility to govern the use instead of creating a blanket
of this policy could be set up to policy, we coifid create a stuensure that no one's rights are dent academic freedom cominfringed upon.
mittee. One of its tasks could be
If the preceding paragraph to oversee issues such as grievsounded a little ridiculous, ances over unauthorized taking
then that is good. Because it down of posters. This commitwould seem to be that policy tee could work in conjunction
that was nearly as copious and with the Facility Academic
filled with red tape would Freedom Committee to ensure
squash the very free spirit that that everyones rights are safethe policy was meant to protect. guarded inall arising situations.

ested and you reply to the
email? You get rewarded for being 5'4" and weighing 110 lbs?
What about the rest of us that
DON'T? I guess we're just tootall or too short, not to mention
too fat.
My third subject harks back
to a few weeks ago; maybe you
remember the signs that said,
"Looking for a little T&A?" A
male acquaintance of mine actually brought the sexism of
those signs to my attention; I
had been walking past them,
not paying too much attention,
as they were of ten buried under
a.bunch of other random comments disguising themselves as
pieces of paper. The T&rA in
question here would be the
Accidentals performing at
Timothy's.
Now, 1 have to say, I really like
the Accidentals. They probably
think I'm stalking them, because I see tHem perform as often as possible. I even went to
Timothy's that night with a
bunch of friends. So, guys, don't
get me wrong. You even get a
few points in your favor for not
writing in capital letters.
But, as a professor of mine
pointed out, T&A generally
stands for "tits and ass." Correct
me if I'm wrong; the
Accidentals are all male. So actually going to see them perform would not bring about the
acquisition of the promised
T&rA. What was the point,
then, of using this derogatory
phrase? I'm baffled.
Trinity, what's up? The past
few weeks have been rocky for
full-grown feminists, miniature
inside feminists and non-feminists alike. It doesn't require a
feminist attitude to avoid painting women as sex objects, to not
participate in perpetuating unattainable ideals, and to refuse
to insult women by using derogatory phrases drawn from
the female anatomy. It merely
requires respect. So, keep the advertising coming, but be careful—I'm watching you.
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Why 1Am Championing
New Direct-to-Dorms Cable Proposal Possibly This Year's Underdog
Encroaching On Cinestudio's Movie Rights
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR

To the Editor:
An issue is emerging on campus that
may have a serious effect on the future
of Cinestudio.
The folks at Student Life are proposing that the college should enter into a
license agreement with a copyright
holding company which would license
the college-sponsored showing of recent
movies in social centers and also directly to students in their rooms via the
cable system. They say they want to do
this because students have asked them
to.
Cablecasting of recent movies by the
college may be only the beginning: in
the not-too-distant future, as the capacity of the campus computer network increases, it would not be surprising to see
the direct downloading of movies via
high speed video servers to individual
computers. The issues raised by these
plans are very serious for everyone in the
campus community, and are perhaps
worthy of a serious open discussion.
Venues such as Cinestudio and The

Bill Bradley's Book an Inspiration to Voters

not simply download the information at
home and email the papers and reflections to professors in their homes?
The answer is that we choose to do it
a different way for many very good reasons. We come to a community of learning and a center for the exchange of
ideas because the physical association
with others is essential to the human experience. So too in this instance, perhaps
we need to think about where apparently easy decisions may lead us. Do we
want the Austin Arts Center to offer
music and plays for students and community? Do we want to continue to have
Cinestudio as a venue for films from all
over the world right here in the middle
of campus? How important is it to us?
Advancing technology is certain to
affect all kinds of artistic and entertainment presentations, including film, theater and music. That is obvious, and we
have to become a part of the best aspects
of these new ideas, but we also have to
be sensitive to any negative consequences which may emerge. We need to
engage in discussion about these major

There is no avoiding the changes that the new
technologies will continue to bring...

Bradley has decided to make an example
to the country by not politicking in a
Opinion Writer
harmful light. Instead he's raised the bar
in presidential candidate's expectations,
During the past summer, many quali- and this sets himself apart from his atfied politicians made the large step to tack-dog rival Al Gore.
announce their candidatacy for PresiIn conclusion, it is Bradley's vision
dent of the United States. With that in concerning the issues at hand that make
mind, I made a firm decision to find the him a far superior candidate. Hisstances
best possible candidate to endorse, and on mandatory licensing of Firearms,
my search stopped when I learned health care for all youths and campaign
about Bill Bradley.
finance reform have placed him as a
More specifically, 1 read his book Time benchmark for ideals and principle. UnPresent Time Past, which chronicles fortunately, this has been misconstrued
Bradley's political life and stances. It fo- by Al Gore's negative bashing, which
cuses on many of the key issues Brad- Bradley has had to take on the chin.
ley championed in the U.S. Senate
With close examination of the issues
including the environment, race rela- concerning both candidates, it seems
tions, health care reform and tax relief clear that Bradley's specific details
for the needy. Yet this book goes beyond match up and Gore's fail. With that
mere politics by showing how both stated, it certainly will be interesting to
Bradley's experience and decency see how the Democratic race ahead will
makes him by far the best presidential end.
candidate in both party's race.
But if you are looking for a candidate
This message is best expressed by with decency, look no farther then numBradley's main campaign slogan "A Dif- ber 24 for the New York Knicks, Bill Braferent Kind Of Campaign." In the mod- dley. He definitely is head and shoulders
ern age of negative campaigning, above the field.
BY DAVE ALEXANDER

WoW! Chips: What Are
You REALLY Eating?

Austin Arts Center are already affected,
by the ubiquitous presence of high
speed computer network service, in that
more students remain in their rooms
rather than come out to attend group
events. There is no avoiding the changes
that the new technologies will continue
to bring, but should we simply sit and
allow each new condition to establish
itself, or should we talk about some of

changes, not just let them happen "because they are there."
We at Cinestudio have not raised any
objections in the past to other entertainment film showings on campus, except
where copyright violations were concerned, or where release dates were too
close to the public scheduled showings
in the theater. Generally speaking, there
is a window of exclusivity when only

ne carnpu
nity to become in the future? Does it
make sense to talk about consequences
before they happen?
Both the Austin Arts Center and
Cinestudio have established longstanding national reputations for their programs; this success has come from
attracting a special combination of audiences: students on the Trinity campus
and members of the community at
large, including other local schools and
colleges. Trinity is too small to support
most events solely with the support of
students, so the addition of the outside
audience allows a chance for everyone
to see films, concerts and plays that
would otherwise be uneconomic. There
is much to appreciate in bringing together these different groups to widen
everyone's horizons.
Over the past-few years Trinity has invested heavily in all kinds of events, lectures, concerts, and the 1 ike, which go to
the heart of this issue: encouraging everyone in the community to come together and learn more about each other
and the major concerns of.the day.
At the same time there is now emerging this extremely strong influence
from rapidly advancing technology
which has the potential to do the opposite: facilitate the delivery of entertainment and art to the more isolated
domain of the dorm room, a powerful
change that could help cause the eventual demise of some important pillars of
the arts community. Such easy downloading of information of all kinds is inevitable, but the important question
here is should the college actively encourage the channeling of movies and
other arts presentations in such a way
as to make group presentation more difficult and eventually uneconomic and
then finally impossible?
The very existence of an institution of
higher learning such as Trinity is built
around the idea of coming together in
one physical location to learn and share
ideas. With the new technology, why

adverse side effects in its consumers.
some months later, though there are al- Conditions that have been linked to
ready frequent instances where these Olestra consumption, although they
dates are violated. Routine film show- have been written off by the FDA as beings via wired services into dorm rooms ing not "medically significant," include
will inevitably encroach on this win- gastrointestinal disturbances, reduction
dow. Cinestudio operates without finan- of the body's absorption of v itamins and
cial subsidy, operating on the income and other lipid soluble nutrients, and
from ticket sales, so the effects of College possible carcinogenicity. Olestra causes
sponsored films offered through cable tv these problems because as an abnoror the computer network will be direct. mally large fat molecule, it passes
If fewer students come out to attend through the digestive tract unabsorbed
events, those events will be less likely to and yet, as a fat molecule, it still is able to
be economically feasible. The same will absorb lipid-soluble substances. The
apply to other events, such as music and scope of this article is to address the istheater: how long will there be subsidy sue of the possible effects that Olestra
for concerts and plays when only an consumption can have on consumers
handful of students show up? We may who take lipid soluble anti-depressants.
easily find ourselves in the future losing
The problem with Olestra that is usumany of the amenities which make the
ally addressed is the fact that it inhibits
Trinity campus a lively and stimulating
the body's absorption of vitamins and
place to live and work.
carotenoids. While products containing
Various concerned members of the Olestra are required by the FDA to be forarts community on campus plan to meet tified with vitamins A, D, E, and K, they
shortly to discuss their concerns with are not fortified with carotenoids, Carorepresentatives from the Office of Resi- tenoids are fat-soluble nutrients that are
dential Life and from Student Activities. believed to protect consumers from heart
If you have comments or would like to disease and cancer. Dr. Walter Willett,
participate on further discussion, please chairman of the nutrition department at
call Cinestudio at 297-2544, or email us the Harvard School of Public Health has
at cstudio@mail.trincoll.edu.
told the FDA that he and a colleague, Dr.
Meir Stampfer, estimate that widespread
Sincerely,
use of Olestra in snack foods alone could
cause several thousand deaths annually.'
James Hanley •
How this fact can be considered by the
Cinestudio Consultant
FDA to be not "medically significant"
baffles the mind.
While the adverse effects that Olestra
Correction
has on the absorption of vitamins and
carotenoids by the body is an important
An Opinions article on December 7, issue, another important issue tha t often
1999 entitled "Campus Safety Drops the gets overlooked is what are the possible
Big Jack Boot on Student's Rights" in- effects that Olestra could have on lipidcluded an accusation from a TCERT soluble anti-depressants, such as
member that a Campus Safety officer tricyclic anti-depressants. Tricyclic antiwas drunk on the job. Subsequent facts depressants have been found-to inhibit
have proven that the officer had an the reuptake of 5-HT and norepinephankle injury and was not intoxicated in rine by terminal buttons, an action
any manner. The Tripod apologizes to found to reduce symptoms of psychotic
the officer and to Campus Safety for the depression. According to Facts and
error
•.
im, video a,nu

BY BETH NETHERCOTE

Opinion Writer

Olestra, a fat substitute created by
Procter and Gamble and approved for

Comparisons, tricyclic anti-depressants
(TCAs) are bound 90%-lQ0% tp plasma:
proteins and are lipid soluble. The reason that vitamins are poorly taken up by
the bodies of consumers of Olestra is that
the vitamins and cavotenoids are ab-

B p f e f e &? Jipids.that make up the
molecules of Olestra and are then passed
unabsorbed though the gastrointestinal
tract. This paper raises the question that
if Olestra can uptake and expel such
lipid-soluble molecules as vitamins and
carotenoids, why couldn't it do the same
to lipid-soluble drugs, such as anti-depressants? Some TCAs are used as an antidepressant in eating disorders such as
bulimia. If a person has an eating disorder such as bulimia, it is logical to assume that they are treating their body in
such a fashion because they believe
themselves to be overweight. It is also a
logical assumption that if a person feels
that they are overweight, they will seek
put low-fat foods such as those that containing Olestra, and make them a part
of their diet.
It is absurd that the FDA approved a
food additive that would be most appealing for individuals that wish to watch
their fat intake when Olestra has the
potential to diminish the effects of the
prescribed drugs, the very drugs that
help those people to not have an eating
disorder such as bulimia. Bulimia is a
condition that involves purging oneself
and forcefully expelling the contents of
ones stomach. The consumption of
Olestra by individuals suffering from
bulimia could very well lead that individual into a destructive cycle of purging with Olestra containing foods while
losing the very drug that is to help alleviate the purging.
Other conditions that are treated by
TCAs are anxiety, tension, depression,
somatic symptoms, sleep disturbances,
guilt, lack of energy, fear, apprehension,
and worry. They can also be used for
phantom limb pain, chronic pain, pathologic laughing or weeping, facilitation of
cocaine withdrawal, and premenstrual
symptoms. The effects of Olestra on the
body's absorption of anti-depressants
such as TCAs are issues that can no
longer be overlooked. Olestra should not
be permitted as a food additive in food
products.
.
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Large Cheese Pizza

$5.50.

495 Farmington Avenue

ere in !W fafford or Hc
Open 7 days a week - 11:00a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes
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".CruM* Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
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Cheese.......... .
Veggie
•Sgt.Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings.

$ 7.50
„..,........$ 9.85
$10.00............
$14.85....
.$10.50....
..,.$15.85.....
$ .50.
$ 1.00

$12.00
$17.50.........
$19.00..
$ 1.50.

,
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...........$20.00
..$ 1.50 W

TOPPINGS: Pepperroni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, While, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

•

'

CALZONES

.............$5.50
. $8.25
$7,45

Calzone
each additional filfing

......$450 .
,.
$ .50$

APPETIZERS

A

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo,
BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Philly Cheese Steak
Phiily Cheese Steak w/Bacon...
Phiily
" Cheese Sleak
" w/Extra Sleak
" '

Chicken Parmigiana ..„....,,...
Eggplant ParwiQiana..„„...,.,.,.....•.............,.,....

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses, blended with your choice of tilling and a side cup of marinara sauee.

.....$5.15 Buffalo Tenders
.......,M«i,,«^45! •;

(6) for $5.75 *
.'BuHato Wings (mild, hot or suicide)
(12) for $6.00 A
Chicken Fingers..
$5.00 ^
Mozzarella Sticks
(7) for $4.75 4 .
Onion Rings
................................43,20^
French Fries
$2.65 4
Cheese
Fries.
Fried Dough
8 for $2.50
Breadsticks..,.- ....«8 for $2.50
Garlic Bread
$1.85 $ r
Garlic Bread w/cheese
$2.40
Chips
$ .50 ^

Meatball Parmigiana............
....$5.15
Veal Parmigiana
$5.15
Sausage Parmigiana
.,.......;...... $5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese
$5.40
Ham & Cheese
$5.15
Turkey & Cheese
$5.15
Tuna '& Cheese „......,.„
$5.15
Veggie & Cheese
$4.50
Pepperon! & Cheese.......
,............„.,..,
........$5.40
Salami & Cheese
$4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
$5.65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese „».. ......................... ....$6,00

BUT & Cheese

•Grilled Ham & Cheese

SALADS

$4.25

DINNERS

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake..

BEEOnterofERIBDDOUGH FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD
Must present mips® • Gowpon cannoi

J with Any Large fkm Order

W

A
....$3.25 W

SODAS (one liter)
Coke, Diet
Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea
m mm

h

f

,

$4.05 w
$5.75 A
$5.75 W
$ .50 A

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Thousand Island, Italian, Fat Free Italian

Ail prices do not include tax.
"fl*PW^^
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Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad...
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing

served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)
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Transit Program Initiated
On The Beat CT
University Pass Promotes Sense of Community in Hartford
lee Skating On Allen Place
At 2:02 AM on February 5, a Trinity student lost control of
his vehicle when he attempted to turn onto Summit-St. from
Allen Place. He struck a stop sign and a telephone pole. There
was another student in the car, but neither sustained any injuries. The student was issued a ticket for driving too fast for
road conditions.

it's Mot A Parking Space...
A Campus Safety Officer noticed significant damage to approximately 20 ft. of fence next to the dorm that is being constructed on Summit St. at 1:00 AM on February 4. After taking
a closer look, the officer found a New York State license plate
stuck in the fence. The licence plate belongs to a Trinity student that Campus Safety is currently trying to contact for further questions.

At Least 1 Still Have My Jeep?
A Gateway computer valued at approximately $1500 was
stolen from MCEC room 34. The theft was reported at 8:30
AM on February 5. Upon investigation, it was found that the
intruder gained entrance through the front door and that the
building alarm had been shut off. The Hartford Police department was notified and they are currently investigating the
matter with Campus Safety.

Shocks.
A 1990Jeep belonging to a Trinity student was reported stolen from the Wiggins lot on February 6. The vehicle was stolen sometime between the time he parked in there on February
4 and when he returned on the 6th. The theft was reported to
Hartford Police. The vehicle has not yet been recovered.

Hmmpty Dumpty Prank AtThe
Hall
Campus Safety was called at 3:00 AM on February 6 to help
a female student in the Ogilby dining hall Al ter consuming
a variety of alcoholic beverages, the student fell and hit hei
bleeding from the lower back portion of her head. She was
taker, by ambulance to Hartford 1 Iospi tal where she was given
stitches and released.

Attack of the
Beer Goggles
(U-W1RE) IOWA CITY, Iowa
— As she stumbled around the
room, attempting to perform
sobriety testsjulie Phye, the director of the Stepping Up
Project, exclaimed, "Oh my God
that's amazing." Phye was not
intoxicated but instead was
wearing a pair of "Fatal Vision"
goggles, which simulate the visual impairment of an intoxicated person. The University of
Iowa Department of Public
Safety and the Stepping Up
Project, a group that sponsors
alcohol-free events in efforts to

drink and especially the next
time they think about driving
(drunk)." Allison said he will
give a demonstration of the
goggles "to everybody who contacts us and expresses interest."
Although Public Safety has
only had the goggles a week, the
Student Hall Association of
Rienow and Quad has already
contacted Allison about a demonstration.
"We heard about the goggles
and called so we could put on a.
program," said Dave Kafer, a UI
junior and the president of the
association. "I'm over 21 and
don't drink, so I'd like to see
what it's like."

NEWS FROM

"How we choose to move around the
community is as important as the other things
we do." - Joe Barber, Assistant Director of
Community Service
Hartford and twenty-six surrounding communities.
With the generous financial
support from SGA, Trinity has
become one of only two institutions of higher education to become part of the University Pass
program.
Last semester, each Trinity
student received a U-Pass, a semester long pass (a new one is
issued each semester) giving
students the freedom to rideCT
Transit as they wish, without
having to be concerned about
paying a fare for each ride.
The campus is served by
three bus routes that connect to
Downtown
Hartford,
Westfarms Mall in West Hartford and New Britain Town
Center
In Downtown Hartford, conbuses provide access to a variety of retail and employment,
entertainment venues, as well
as Union Station (bus and train
station), and Bradley Interna-

community.
Additionally, by using mass
transit you inevitably get to
know the community better.
"How we choose to move
around the community is as
important as the other things
we do. By using CT Transit as
one of the primary ways to
transport ourselves through

ridershtp much further.
Some students are concerned
that the buses do not run frequently or late enough, but if we
produce enough ridership we
will have the power to make
policy changes within the Connecticut transit system.
As head of the University
Pass Programjoe Barber would
like to see this program continue and expand into the summer,
providing
free
transportation for students
with summer jobs and to the
faculty of the College.
"Making that first step is crucial. That first step is the hardest. Through student and
faculty use of the U-PASS, this
program will become even better," Joe Barber stated.
Free CT Transit timetables
and system maps are available
on campus outside of Mather
Dining Hall.
Students may also call the
CT Transit Customer Service
Center at (860) 525-9189, visit
their
website
at
www.cttransit.com, or email

"Making that first step is crucial and the
first step is the hardest. Through student and
faculty use of the U-PASS, this program will
become even better," - Joe Barber
Hartford, we are further pro- them
at
moting a change in our percep- hartforclinfo@cttransit.com.
tion of Hartford from that of an
To report a lost or stolen pass,
unknown entity to that of a or for any other questions recommunity that is familiar," garding the administration of
says Joe Barber.
the U-PASS Program, please
•Fail 1999 setfww,
ter, Trinity students logged over tor, Joe Barber, Assistant Direc5600 rides on CT Transit buses tor of Community Service and
Civil Engagement. Barber can
through the U-Pass.
This is a good start, but the be reached at 297-4256.or
opportunity exists to expand jbarber@trincoll.edu.

Valid Student ID-required

••

OTHER SCHOOLS
reduce binge-drinking on campus, purchased a $700 kit that
includes four pairs of Fatal Vision goggles.
The goggles let you experience being drunk while remaining sober, said Brad
Allison, a Public Safety crime
prevention officer. The goggles
can simulate different levels of
blood alcohol and different
times of day. In addition, the kit
includes two brief videos about
alcohol and fact sheets. "We
want people to wear the goggles
and say, 'Yeah, I've felt that way
before,'" Phye said. "When they
realize it while they still have
judgment, hopefully, it'll make
them think the next time they

tional Airport.
According to Joe Barber, one
of the goals of this partnership
is to make higher education institutions active partners in proIn response to the various moting the use of public
transportation issues on cam- transportation in Greater Hartpusjoe Barber, Assistant Direc- ford so as to reducing automotor of Community Service and bile reliance.
Civic Engagement, began a new
It is also an economical way
collaboration between the Col- of traveling to jobs, internships,
lege and CT Transit, the public shopping, and other events the
transportation provider serving city of Hartford provides to its
BY JENNIFER
| CHIARELLO
News Writer

Columbia
Student
Stabbed To
Death
(U-WIRE).NEW YORK - A
Columbia University sophomore was found stabbed to
death in her dormitory room
Saturday, only hours before an
ex-boyfriend, believed to be her
killer and carrying her wallet,
hurled himself in front of a subway train, police said.
The body of Kathleen
Roskot, 19, was found at 2:05 PM
in her dormitory room, a police
spokesman said. He said the

The Upass enables Trinity students to ride Hartford transportation free of charge.

Bay Shore, Long Island native spokesman said.
was found dead by university
According to the New York
officials after she failed to at- Times, Roskot and Nelford were
tend a school function. Friends recorded by a security camera
of the victim, alarmed by her as they entered her dormitory at
absence, alerted officials at 12:30 a.m. Saturday.
Columbia's Ruggles Hall, at 508 * Around 1:30 a.m., the article
W. 114th Street, who opened said, some members of Roskot's
Roskot's room and discovered suite heard loud noises coming
her body. Roskot died of a stab- from her room. The killing
wound to the neck, police said. stopped Columbia and Barnard
, The boyfriend, Timothy College dead in their tracks SatNelford, 23, of Oxnard, Calif., urday, as journalists and police
dove in front of a north-bound officers
wandered
the
subway train at St. Nicholas Av- Morningside Heights campus
enue and 181st Street, police in search of witnesses, classsaid. In his possession were mates and friends. Nelford was
Roskot's wallet and "papers be- a former student at Columbia,
longing to the victim,"" the the New York Times reported.

SARA MERIN

According to the Times, Nelford
had continued to spend time
around the university's campus,
visiting friends and acquain-.
tances from his days as a varsity
wrestler. He dropped out in
1998, the article said. Many residents of Columbia buildings
feel that the security in Roskot's
building and other campus facilities, is not an issue in this
case.
The belief that it was Nelford
who killed Roskot, and not an
unknown intruder, has led
some to confront the killing as
something that could not have
been stopped by tighter security.
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Trinity College Announces Faculty Promotions
Administration promotes four faculty members to full professorships; awards tenure to one
tions of young women at Trinity but for other coaches as well.
News Writer
Sheppard, a Trinity graduate
with a bachelor's degree from
the College of New Jersey, who
On Wednesday, January 26,
is also actively involved in sevTrinityCollegeannounced that
eral student services commitassociate professors Dan Lloyd,
tees
on
campus
will
Cheryl Greenberg, Gary Reger,
"I'm pleased that by promotion to full professor undoubtedly
serve as an exceland Robin Sheppard have been
1 have joined the ranks of many other faculty lent athletic director.
promoted to full professor and
Student reaction to the prothat Joseph Byrne, an associate
here at Trinity whom 1 admire as scholars
motions were positive. Most
professor of fine arts, has been
and teachers." - Professor Gary Reger
students expressed support for
awarded tenure.
the appointment of faculty
These promotions, which
will be effective on July 1 of this
I value the opportunity to inter- me when 1 applied to be pro- members to these new positions.
year,
exhibit
the
act with students. It feels won- moted."
David Bright '00 commented,
Joseph
Byrne,
a
distinguished
administration's
recogniderful to have all that validated
member of the fine arts depart- "With all the construction gotion of hard work and excelby my colleagues."
lence among its faculty
Gary Reger, also an associate ment with two master's degrees ing on on campus I think it's
members.
professor of history, has been from the University of Iowa and commendable for the administeaching at Trinity College since a bachelor's degree from St. tration to finally recognize the
University has been faculty that truly make this
"It's wonderful to be recognized for your work 1989. Reger, who maintains a John's
distinguished scholarly record, awarded tenure effective July school the outstanding acaby your peers,.. I enjoy teaching, I love research, has published many works in- 1st as well.
demic institution that it is."
and I value the opportunity to interact with cluding his Regionalism & Byrne, who has been teach- Geoffrey Stevens '01 stated,
Change in the Economy of Inde- ing at Trinity since 1999, has "Personally I'm really excited to
students." - Professor Cheryl Greenberg
pendent Delos, a book which many well-known works in ab- know that Professor Greenberg
explores in depth ancient Greek stract, still-life, and landscape has been awarded a full profesAssociate professor Dan gree from Princeton University, economic history.
painting and is respected in his sorship here at the College. She
Lloyd, a nationally recognized Greenberg has been an active
has been very helpful throughWhen asked about his im- field.
scholar in contemporary phi-, mem ber of the Trinity commu- pending promotion, Reger
Outside of the classroom, out my college career, and I'm
losophy of the mind and a nity for over seven years.
stated that "I'm pleased that by Robin Sheppard, who served as glad the school has made a serigraduate of Columbia UniverSome of her past research has the promotion to full professor. the College's only women's field ous commitment to keeping her
sity and Oberlin College, has included a look at Harlem dur- I have joined the ranks'of many hockey and lacrosse coach for around. I am sure future stubeen a professor of philosophy ing the Great Depression, and other faculty here at Trinity 25 years, until retiring from dents will appreciate her
at Trinitysince 1987.
more recently she has focused whom I admire as scholars and coaching in 1999, has been ap- mentorship as much as 1 have"
Lloyd's research over the past primarily on the political and teachers. I look forward to many pointed to the position of assoAcademic Mentor and Hisseveral years has involved issues economic relationships be- more years of teaching Trinity ciate athletic director.
tory Fellow, Jack Hoblitzell '00
of consciousness and cognitive tween African Americans and students about and conducting
Sheppard, who has instilled rernarked, "Professor Greenberg
science. Lloyd has incorpoiated Jews in 20th century America. research in the history of an- values of sportsmanship and and Professor Reger are both
this research in the teaching of Currently, she is working on a cient Greece and Rome. Nor hard work on the field to field well respected in their fields
book entitled Troubling the Wahis philosophy courses.
could 1 be happier at the cohorts hockey and lacrosse players for and I hope that their promoWhen asked to comment on ters: Black-Jewish Relations in with whom I haye bacn pro-,, twcr^.ridahalf4ecades,hasbeen tions will ensure j
only fpr generatus recent pTomotAqrv, Professor the American Century
Si'jaotad?v;<»UB*g^Bi<»«ffiBlHtosW a
\

BY TALIA KROHN

Lloyd stated, "One of the great
things about Trinity is the opportunity to merge teaching
and research. By thinking
about research and teaching together, I've been prod uctive and
had big fun. Not only have my
department and the Neuroscience Program supported me,
but the ethos of the community;
interdisciplinary, progressive,
and collaborative; makes this
village a happy place for me to
work."
Cheryl Greenberg, an associate professor of history, has been
promoted to full professor as
well. With a master's and a doctorate degree from Columbia
University, and a bachelor's de-

14" medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50 on med
$1.00 on large
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
mushrooms
meatball
olives
onions
peppers
pepperoni
ricotta
sausaqe
tomatoes
spinach
MTYlPIZIASKClAltiES

PfUMAVERA
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
onawhitepie
CHICKEN
ftSTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH
$17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese

VEGGIE DEEP DISH

$15.95

Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
SHEET PAN PIHA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

Honored to have been promoted, Greenberg states that
"It's wonderful to be recognized
for your work by your peers and
colleagues. I love my job; I enjoy teaching, I love research, and

friendship and support have
meant a lot to me in my time at
Trinity. And I am especially
grateful to everyone, faculty and
particularly students, who took
the time to express support for

Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage

$4.95
$5.95
$6.95

8" Half
Whole
Cooked Salami
$3.75
$7.50
Eggplant
$3.75
$7.50
Genoa
$3.75
$7.50
Ham
$3.75
$7.50
Meatballs
$3.75
$7.50
Roast Beef
$3.75
$7.50
Sausage
$3.75
$7.50
Tuna
$3.75
$7.50
Turkey
$3.75
$7.50
Veggie/cheese
$3.75
$7.50
Chicken Cutlet
$4.25
$8.50
Steak/Cheese
$4.25
$8.50
Seafood
$4.25
$8.50
Combo (2 kinds of meat) $4.50
$9.00
DINNERS
Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am
Baked ziti
$7.95
Meat Ravioli
$6.95
***FREE DELIVERY***
Cheese Ravioli
$6.95
With $7.00 minimum purchase
Veggie Ravioli
.
$6.95
We deliver cigarettes
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
The Best Pizza For The Best Price SALADS
CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
oHves, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
$2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
TUNA SALAD
$4.95
soda with any large pizza order
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, ottves and cucumbers
Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
GREEK SALAD
$4.95
soda only $12.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green jpeppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
$1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free

NY. STYLE PIZZA!!

498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford

236-2616
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College

$1.95
cans of soda with any medium pizza order TOSSED SAIAD
Buy a large pizza with one topping and GAWJC BREAD Small $1.50 Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
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Forensic Chemist Dr. Lee Speaks to Students
Expert Gives Multi-Media Presentation on the Principles and Advancements of Forensic Science.
BYLISSY
WOODHAMS

News Writer

On Thursday, February 3,
2000, at 7 PM in the Washington Room, renowned forensic
chemist Dr. Henry Lee came
and spoke to an eager assembly of Trinity students and faculty.
Dr. Lee is the chief criminalist for the state of Connecticut.
He has also been the expert
scientist at a number of well
known trials, including the
.OJ. Simpson trial.
His extensive list of credentials spans from adjunct professorships at ten different
universities, to the state commissioner of public safety for
the state of Connecticut, to the
chief forensic scientist in over
6,000 criminal cases.
He has been in high demand
for nearly every high-profile or
government associated case
for a number of years.
Dr. Lee received some rolling
laughter from the audience as
he lamented the different situations in which he has been
"borrowed" to work for other
states.
Dr. Lee's talk was focused
around the principles and
methods of forensic science, in
both criminal and civil cases.
These cases have led to the
many advances in forensic science in recent years.

. Dr. Lee listed the twenty-six
different branches of forensics,
and the technological advances
that this science has been making. "We can now do in a week
what used to take months,"
commented Dr. Lee.
Among the advances and
techniques discussed were the
advantages of DNA capabilities.
One of the devices discussed
was a data base called "life scan"
(a computer data base that links
evidence together).
Dr. Lee also mentioned a technique called "reconstruction,"
where the environment that the
crime occurred in is mimicked
in the same place and with the
same situations, in order to
identify the most likely situation.
Dr. Lee added to this explanation an anecdote about closing
down the New Jersey turnpike
in order to recreate the rainy
night that an accident took
place.
His presentation was accompanied byaslideshow that contained a variety of images from
cases he had been involved
with.
Some slides contained various statistics concerning criminal cases. There were also a
number of slides that complemented the jokes and stories he
told.
In addition to the information about the principles of forensic science, Dr. Lee also
managed to express the impor-

tance of ethics and remaining
impartial in criminal cases.
"Taking sides eliminates some
important evidence," said Dr.
Lee. Dr. Lee closed his talk with
a' brief account of the notorious

dence had been destroyed and
"cleaned up" by some of the detectives at the crime scene, because they "didn't think it was
important." Dr. Lee never indicated an opinion on the out-

case before he arrived.
There was quite a turnout for
the presentation and Dr. Lee
was very well received by all
members of the audience. He
handed out junior trooper
badges to people that answered
or asked questions, kept the au"He had a very articulate representation of dience laughing, and covered a
the importance of science... He also had an wide variety of topics. "He had
articulate representation
important message about ethics... I thought aofvery
the importance of science,..
he was fabulous," - Dr. William Church
He also had an important message about ethics," said professor of chemistry Dr. William
come
of
the
case,
but
expressed
OJ. Simpson murder case.
Dr. Lee explained that it was frustration with the investiga- Church, "I thought it was fabuvery possible that valuable evi- tors that were working on the lous."

Sharon Herzberger and Janet F. Morrison, visiting Professor of Chemistry
stand with Forensics Expert Dr. Henry Lee.

Careers in Advertising
and Weh Industries
Join Wenda Harris Millard '76 a Trinity College Trustee and
Chief Executive Officer at DoublcCIick, Inc., for lunch and a
discussion on the role of advertising in today's high tech society.

Day: Wednesday, February 23, 2000
Time: 12:00-1:30 p.m.
Location: Wean Terrace A, B, and C - Mather Hall

Mar
Sign up in Career Services by Monday, February 21,
via e-mail at career-services@trincoll.edu,
call ext. 2080; or stop by Seabury 45.

Sponsored by Career Services and the Advertising Educational Foundation, Inc.

Media

Direct Marketing

Public Relations
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©ehry To
Design
Museum

vate Brunswick School with
Littleton and also served as a
tutor for the Skakel children,
vividly recalled how Green. For 175 years, the Connecti- wich detectives would show up
cut Historical Society has been every day at Brunswick.
the state's attic, steadily accu- Littleton lost his teaching job at
mulating a hidden treasure of Brunswick and another one at
historic clothing, manuscripts, St. Luke's School in New
tavernsigns.furniture and pho- Canaan. He developed mental
tographs. Now the society is problems and an addiction to
enlisting one of the world's pre- alcohol and last year tried uneminent architects to create a successfully to commit suicide
landmark building in Hartford in Boston, authorities said.
- a state history museum that
A lie detector test given to
also would be the anchor of Littleton was inconclusive and
Trinity College's next major ef- noted that Littleton behaved
fort to pour life into a city neigh- oddly during the summer of
borhood.
1976 on Nantucket Island.
Frank 0, Gehry, who de- Littleton allegedly was stealing
signed
the
acclaimed items of no intrinsic value and
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Spring Weekend Will Take Place
continued from page one
end now, so that the situation
that arose this year doesn't happen in years to come.
According to Herzberger
many students over the years
have expressed a desire for a
longer Reading period before
exams.

tional Spring Weekend festivities after a long semester of
classes and before final exams.
Administrators are concerned about the rights of students who desire to study that
weekend and prepare for their
finals.
According to Herzberger, Ad-

"We want to be able to say to administrators
this is what the student's want, let's keep Spring
Weekend the way it has been for the last 20
years." - RusseH Fugett '01, SGA President
In making this year's decision,
the administration carefully
weighed these wishes in comparison with those of students
who wanted to have the tradi-

ministrators "received assurances from the organizers of
Spring Weekend that students
who choose to study and those
who do not want to be affected

by the revelry will not be discomfited."
Administrators are planning
to work with the organizers to
make sure that this is the case.
Among the amenities promised
to those who wish to study that
weekend, is an alternate study
space set up by TCAC.
Dean Thomas asked specifically that SGA and TCAC, "convey to students the importance
of respecting the rights of fellow
students to fulfill their academic responsibilities."
In her memo to TCAC members about the decision regarding Spring Weekend , Dean of
Students Mary Thomas commented, "This decision (about
Spring Weekend) is for this year
only."

Hartford News
Guggenheim Museum in
Bilbao, Spain, has agreed to design a 115,000 square foot "Connecticut History Center" on the
western edge of the Trinity
campus, along Zion Street. The
new Gehry-designed museum
is the keystone of the historical
society's ambitious plan to
transform itself from a low-profile institution, known best to
scholars, to the primary window on Connecticut's past - a
library, museum and research
center that would attract more
than 100,000 visitors a year. A
completed building is probably
four years away and would require an unprecedented fundraising effort by the historical
society. Trinity President Evan
Dobelle said the museum plan
is very much a second act to
what the college and other city
institutions are trying to accomplish with the $105 million
Learning Corridor, a cluster of
schools on the east side of the
•Trinity campus that will begin
to open this year.
There has been some controversy; the historical society is
desperately cramped, and society leaders say their building in
Hartford's West End cannot be
expanded. Another big problem is attracting investment to
a neighborhood where property
values have sunk below what
it costs to construct new buildings. However, backers say
Gehry's involvement will make
banks and potential contributors see the project in a different
light.

Life As
Suspect Took
TollOn
Littleton
A quarter century after
Martha Moxley was murdered,
• George Boynton is still angry
over how authorities targeted
Kenneth Littleton as a suspect.
Littleton, who recently was
cleared in the case, arrived in
Greenwich on Oct. 30,1975- the
same day as the murder- to
work as a live-in tutor at the
Skakel house in'exclusive Belle
Haven. Michael Skakel, a
nephew of Ethel Kennedy, was
charged last month with killing
15-year-old Martha, who lived
next'door. But Littleton has
lived as a murder suspect for
most of the years since then.
Boynton, who taught at the pri-

burying them, said authorities.
Greenwich police quickly ruled
out Littleton in the murder,but
state authorities continued to
focus on him as a possible suspect well into the 1990s.
These days, Littleton shares
an apartment with his girlfriend on Bostons Beacon Hill.
"1 think the investigation over
the years had a very adverse effect on him," Riccio said. "In
some respects, I believe he's still
suffering from that today."

State Focuses
on Finance
Reform

ifhe future of Spring Weekend, the traditional end of the year
celebration is stilJ uncertain.

Republicans and Democrats
are talking about reforming the
campaign finance system, the
scandal-plagued
county
sheriff's system and the state
treasurer's office when the 2000
legislative session starts
Wednesday. But even as lawmakers are calling for reform,
they have been raising money
for this fall's elections - piling up
campaign cash because lobbyists are not permitted to make
contributions during the session. Scores of fundraisers have
been held in recent weeks. Even
with a short timetable, legislative leaders are optimistic significant reform is not only
possible but likely. Aside from
various reform proposals, the
University of Connecticut will
figure prominently in two major issues - whether to build a
taxpayer-financed football stadium in East Hartford and how
to bail out the financially struggling John Dempsey Hospital.
Governor Rowland and lawmakers say they will be taking
a two-pronged, two- stage approach to bailing out the statesubsidized John Dempsey
Hospital in Farmington. The
short-term solution is a financial bailout because the hospital cannot balance its books.
That could be as much as $14
million to help close the
hospital's current deficit. The
bailout would be similar to the
long term, ongoing state bailout
of $8 million per year for the
Connecticut Children's Medical
Center in Hartford. Besides the
bailout for Dempsey, Rowland
also will unveil details of a plan
Wednesday to eliminate the
gross receipts tax on all state
hospitals; saving them about
$75 million per year.

Hijacked
Afghan Plane
Lands in
Moscow
KABUL, Afghanistan - A hijacked Afghan Ariana Airlines
jet landed in Moscow on Sunday
after being commandeered during an internal flight in Afghanistan and taken on a tense
trip across Central Asia, according to the Russian Emergencies
Ministry. The plane, carrying
about 160 people, had taken off
from Aktyubinsk in Kazakstan,
where it had refueled, and then
landed
at
Moscow's
Sheremetyevo airport complex.
It was hijacked on a scheduled
flight from the Afghan capital,
Kabul, to the northern city of
Mazar-e-Sharif. Three people
were reportedly released from
the plane when it landed in
Kazakstan. Ten had been released earlier.
About 20 hijackers had taken
over the plane early Sunday.
Their identities remain unknown, but Reuters news
agency reported they are demanding the release of Ismail
Khan, a key opposition figure in
Afghanistan who has been in a
Taliban jail since 1997. Reports
of the number of people on
board the plane varied. Reuters
reported 151 passengers were on
board after 10 people were let
off when the plane stopped the
first time and refueled in the
Uzbek capital of Tashkent. A
spokesman for the Afghan antiTaliban opposition said on Sunday that the hijackers were
armed with pistols, grenades
and knives. Flight controllers

lost contact with the flight just
after it took off from the Kabul
airport, said the head of staterun Ariana Airlines. It was
missing for three hours before
turning up in Uzbekistan. The
aircraft took off again and was
heading toward Moscow. Instead of going to Moscow, the

•plane landed in Aktyubinsk,
Kazakstan, because of a fuel
leak.
The Afghan opposition,
which has an office in Tashkent,
disassociated itself from the hijacking.

Police Raid
Mexican
University, End
Nine-Month
Strike
MEXICO CITY (AP) - In a
surprisingly smooth conclusion to the 91/2-month occupation of Latin America's largest
university, police raided the
main campus Sunday and arrested 632 striking students.
The raid ended an exasperating
ordeal in which Mexican authorities from President Ernesto
Zedillo on down seemed unable
to wrest the country's most important academic institution
from a tiny band of radical students. About 2,400 federal po-

ARCHIVE PHOTO

lice marched into an all-night
meeting of the student strike
council at 6:45 a.m. and rounded
up about 430 students. The
strikers didn't resist arrest and
there were no injuries. Police
then swept through the campus, detaining hundreds more
strikers.
The 291-day strike at the
260,000-student National Autonomous University of Mexico
began in April to protest plans
to raise annual tuition, which
had been just a few cents, to the
equivalent of $i40. The university backed down, but a small
core of students continued to
occupy the campus. They
pushed a six-point agenda to
reverse recent academic reforms
and give students more power
within the university administration. They also used the
strike as a stage to denounce the
free-market economy and
Mexico's political system, Officials were reluctant to forcibly
retake the campus. The strikers
were believed to have guns and
explosives. The police sealed off
the campus,- then moved in.
Only a handful of strikers were
guarding the barricades and,
other than chanting about police repression, they didn't resist.
The police marched into the auditorium. The students were
moved to one side of the auditorium while police checked
their identification. At the same
time, police swept the university building by building for the
other strikers and took them to
the auditorium. The only weapons police reported finding
were six bottles converted into
Molotov cocktails, two screwdrivers, a pair of scissors and a
souvenir machete.
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Cinestudio Fears Losing
Student Ticket Sales
continued from page one
Residential Life Amy Howard, and Associate Director of Student Activities
Darrell Claiborne to discuss the issue.
Two important developments helped to
ease the impending competition between Cinestudio and the cable movies.
First, the group established that there
would not be screening conflicts, where
the same movie would be shown at the
theater or on television. Also Herzberger
committed, along with Claiborne and
Howard, to help boost audiences at
Cinestudio. Herzberger states that there

ies lead to a more isolated social life, more
energy will be spent on the part of the
College to lure students to social functions.
Herzberger also stated that the cable
movies will be shown in alternate venues, including the Cave and the Vernon
Center. "Soon student organizations will
be able to reserve the Cave or the Vernon
Center to watch movies in a social setting. Next year there will be two community rooms, one in the Jones
basement, and the other in High Rise,
where public showings of the films will

"We do not want to draw away Cinestudio patrons, we
instead want to create an alternative for students, avoiding
competition," - Sharon Herzberger, Vice President of
Student Services
was a conflict earlier in the semester,
when both Cinestudio and the cable network decided to screen "The Matrix" on
the same weekend. However, Student
Activities did cancel the showing in order to erase the competition. "We do not
want to draw away Cinestudio patrons,
we instead want to create an alternative
for students, avoiding competition," said
Herzberger.
Hanley believes that the administration is sensitive to the issue, but he questions whether in-room cable movies are
a positive social opportunity for Trinity
students. "The College spends a lot of
money and energy attempting to get students out of their rooms to engage in so-

beheld."
When asked if she believes a free public movie showing with free food would
take business away from Cinestudio,
Herzberger responds negatively. "1 hope
that it would not take away Cinestudio's
business. Cinestudio features different,
high quality movies, attracting a different kind of audience."
Both Herzberger and Hanley will be
working together to prevent competition
between the cable movies and
Cinestudio.
With the help of Residential Life and
Student Activities, there will be future
discussions involving discounted tickets
so Residential Assistants can take stu-

"lt seems that the cable movies will provide students
with an attractive alternative leading them to stay in
their rooms, and possibly consume alcohol in an

un
cial activities. It seems that the cable
movies will provide students with an
attractive alternative, leading them to
stay in their rooms, and possibly consume alcohol in an uncontrolled setting."
Hanley believes that watching a movie
at Cinestudio provides students with a
more social setting with community interaction, rather than watching a television in a sheltered dorm room.
Herzberger agrees with Hanky's point
and reasserts the importance of coaxing
students to attend college sponsored
events. She states that if the cable mov-

dents, or groups can take advantage of
Cinestudio for social gatherings. In closing, Hanley remarks that he hopes that
there is no future financial pressure on
Cinestudio.
He has worked at the theater for the
past thirty years and claims that it is nationally recognized for its sound and visual qualities.
He also stresses the uniqueness of its
existence, situated on a college campus,
but used by both the Trinity community
as well as the public.

Prejean to Lecture on
Death Penalty in US.
BY BETH GILUGAN

Managing Editor

Sister Helen Prejean, CSJ of Dead
Man Walking fame will be on campus
during Midsession to lecture on the
death penalty in the United States. She
will be speaking at the Vernon Social
Center on Thursday, February 17 at 4
PM. Following her appearance a t Trinity, Prejean will be delivering a talk at
the University of Hartford.
Sister Prejean's presentation comes at
an opportune time. A long-time advocate of death row inmates' rights, she
has witnessed capital punishment
from both the prisoner's perspective as
well as the victim's family.
This past month, the Governor of Illinois issued a moratorium on all executions within the state, stemming
from the large number of innocent
men who have been released from
death row. At the same time, Texas Governor George W. Bush has come under
fire for his harsh stance on state execu-

V.'WWFROS'TUNECOM

Sister Helen Prejean, CSJ will be
speaking at Vernon Social Center
next Thursday at 4 PM.
tions, and the Mumia Abu-Jamal case
continues to draw controversy in Pennsylvania.
Prejean received national attention
upon the publication of her book, Dead
Man Walking, which in 1995 was made
into an Academy-Award winning film
starring Susan Sarandon and Sean
Penn and directed by Tim Robbins. Her
lecture will undoubtedly raise interesting questions as she presents a Christian anti-death penalty stance.

ETHAN KRAVITZ

Former Senator Bill Bradley came to Trinity last Wednesday morning to
speak in his first public appearance after the New Hampshire primaries.

J&£siden£iaL Candidate
Speaks at Vernon Center
continued from page one
Bradley appeared at 9:05 AM, following a brief introduction by College
Democrats President Andrew Pearl '02,
to cheers and walls covered with "Bradley for President" campaign posters. Jen
Tomasello, the Connecticut chair of Students for Bradley and a senior at
Wesleyan, followed with a speech that

careful what you hear throughout the
campaign, where the words have been
bent a little bit."
When asked what they thought about
the speech, audience members were very
enthusiastic. "It was moving, very moving," said Erik Anderson '00.
"I just wish more people could be motivated by what he's saying," commented

"The message is that the new politics is on the move;
that we can change politics in this country and make it
a better place because of you." - Presidential Candidate
Bill Bradley
roused the audience into cheers for the
senator.
Finally, Rich Balducci, co-chairman of
the state campaign and events coordinator, introduced both the senator and his
wife, Ernestine, to the crowd.
Balducci specifically addressed college students in his speech, saying, "It's
taking people like you, the future leaders of this country, to listen to the candidates out there and to choose selectively,
those issues and those people that you

a supporter from Stafford Springs, CT.
Tomasello commented, "He's honest,
he's truthful and he's really going to fight
the battles that need to be fought. He's
not going to back down, and he needs our
support." Audrey Blondin, a selectman
in Litchfield, who has been campaigning for Bradley commented, "1 think the
two things 1 liked most about today were
the fight for the people and always telling the truth. As parents those are values that we try to instill in our children."

"He's honest, he's truthful and he's really going to fight
the battles that need to be fought. He's not going to
back down and he needs our support" - fen Tomasello,
CT chair of Students for Bradley
feel make a difference to you, not just today, but tomorrow. Bill Bradley is a candidate for today and tomorrow."
Ernestine Bradley, a former teacher,
likened audience members to her own
students and enthusiastically urged the
crowd to see beyond the political rhetoric of the campaigns. •
"As college students you know the
nuances of language," she stated, "Be very

Jim King, Trinity College Presidential
Fellow offered some insight into the
Senator's speech, "1 would like to see, myself, more candidates use the plural
rather than the singular," commented
King," I think we're all in it together and
I think that should be reflected by every
candidate, They may have ideas that will
carry us all forward collectively, but I
think the idea should also be collective."
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tittering the Collegiate World: Hyland Reflects on His

BORN AGAIN

Friendship with Bradley

when I went away to college, I, naturally,
found myself crawling quite a bit. 1
Features Columnist
would crawl to the bathroom or on the
floor of some friend's room or in the hallI was born for the second time when I way. I found myself in good company
went away to college. Cast out of the during these moments, however, as it
warm, comforting womb of home, I was seemed that everyone else was crawling
shot out into the sterile world of college, as well.
where surely someone would turn me
In;fact, I found myself in good comupside down and slap me on the ass just pany all throughout college. It seemed
to make sure that I was alive and kick- that 1 wasn't the only newborn in the
ing (otherwise known as a kegstand). place, because it seemed like virtually
When my parents drove away—severing everyone had a bottle in their mouth at
my assuring umbilical cord to them in one point or another, so I didn't feel that
the process—1 stood there, alone and cold, out of place.
faced with the harsh realization that 1
Although I was afraid that I'd be the
now needed to
only one who
learn how to live.
took naps—being a newborn
It only seemed
and
all—it
appropriate that
turned out that
after being born,
lots of other
someone would
people
took
throw a nourishnaps, too. In fact,
ing bottle into my
some, of them
mouth, and sure
even took naps
enough, when I
with each other,
got to college, they
although I never
did. In fact, I found
understood that
many bottles in
either.
my mouth during
this time. And
And it was
sometimes, if
nice napping,
enough nourishbecause there
ing bottles had
were all these
been thrown into
nice, pretty picmy mouth, 1
tures around my
might even be
room to lull the
SARAMERIN
lucky enough to A Future Trin Student in Training?
to sleep—Pulp
get to also do
Fiction, Pamela
some breastfeeding, although this was
Anderson
Lee,BobMarley,
and we even
only on special occasions.
had some neatdesighs painted in the
And thVse bottles were funny little ceiling that I could look: at.thpugh trjey
tHingSi^ou^aS to make a tele on, the top' bFtenrriadevrne dizzy.•-• .••• !;i f ' •;•' ^"-v
before you could drink from them, and
As I began to grow and evolve, Jstarted
oftentimes—being a newborn and all—I to watch cartoons a lot; They were very
had to haveothers do it for me.'.
entertaining and would keep my mind
It was usually after having all of these ' occupied for long periods of time. Being
bottles put into my mouth that I found such an innocent, impressionable newmyself beginning to speak the primitive born, I immediately began to emulate
origins—and for me the beginnings—of- them. Pretty soon, t was living my life in
the English language: words like "blah" the spirit of Beavis and Butthead, South •
and "dah"and"ooQ-k-la" and "beer." And Park, and The Simpsons, all of which
it was also after having so many bottles ; proved to be very good role-models for
that 1 frequently found myself having to me.
• • • ' • .
regurgitate and/or burp, and I would
Still, so much of this new college life
of ten do so under the assuring patting of mine was new to me. 1 could not have
of a loving figure. Many people would possibly understood, at that age, what I
cheer and encourage me when 1 did this, would learn later on: that I would eventhough I often found that quite odd.
tually switch from aluminum bottles to
After being born for the second time
see BORN on Page 11

strong streak of idealism in both his
character and his campaign. He made
Features Writer
sure to point out that he does have a pragmatic side as well. Bradley feels that he
Backstage at the BillBradley event this can change the face of US politics with
past Wednesday, 1 noticed that the presi- his idealism but, when provoked he can
dential candidate andPhilosophy Profes- also throw the metaphorical punch.
sor Drew Hyland were chumming Hyland is quick to note that when Gore
around. When I asked how they knew got nasty so did Bradley. His fellow baseach other, I was told that Hjyland had re- ketball player will never start the cheap
cruitedBradleyforthePrincetonbas'ket- shots but won't hesitate to retaliate.
ball team. Wow! Not only does a Trinity
He is a man of great integrity and he
Professor know this man but he also is genuinely intelligent which carries
played a role in thisformer Knick's bas- over into his ideas. Hyland again menketball career. Afew days later I sat down tions his athletic background by saying
with Hyland to get the inside scoop..
that, "as athletes go, Bradley's emotionWhile Drew Hyland, now the Charles ally low key, but he's really passionate
A. Dana Professor of Philosophy, was a about turning the country around. He
junior and senior point-guard for the genuinely believes that his leadership
Princeton Tigers, the school was in the can change the character of the country."
Hyland has been working since last
process of recruiting Bill Bradley for the
team. He was a 6'6" Midwestern kid who year to get him to come to Trinity. In
spent both his junior and senior year early September of this year he contrips with Hyland. On one of these stays tacted him at the request of a dean and
the Princeton coach even gave Hyland was told that Trinity was first on the list
if Bradley came to Connecticut — and so
$15 to take Bradley to NYC. '-•;
••'•"
' Hyland notes that the two of them are he did. Several of Bradley's former teamvery different men. He was the team in- mates, such as Rick Wright and Matt
tellectual and a bit wild in his ways. Bra- Hension, are on his staff, so Hyland's endley was, "sober, serious, conscientious, thusiasm is common among those who
and religious." He taught Sunday school personally know the man.
This past Wednesday, Professor
while he was at Princeton, and was very
Hyland knew that Bill Bradley wanted
interested in his studies.
. Nevertheless the two clearly hit it off, to talk with him beforehand, but had no
because Bradley went to Princeton and idea that he was.going to sit on stage next
the two still maintain an on-again, off-' to him. It was remarkable to see the immediate shift in Bradley's air when he
again friendship.
By the time Bradley became a saw Hyland. The candidate had been
Princeton student Hyland had gradu- hobnobbing around the room talking
ated, but the two men would see each " the talk and being in photo-op after
other again. In those days freshmen photo-op, his eyes lit up when he saw
played on their own teapi,: so. Bradley's; Hyiand's .familiar face and knew that
" ; •'
firsfyear'oii' varsity was his; "sophomore "there'was a friend in the room.
This
was
the
first
time
Hyland
met
ytir. That'was the year Hyland's younger
brother was captain, so, of course, our Bradley's wife, Ernestine, who he had
professor continued to see his former married late in his Career with the
Knicks. She is a native of Germany and
pre-f rosh.
Although they have not stayed close, a Professor of German and comparative
they talk and see each other at events. Be- literature at Montclair State University,
fore this past week the last time Hyland Montclair, NJ. If Bradley becomes presisaw Bradley wasat Pete Caril's initiation dent it is clear that the nation is, "guarinto the Basketball Hall of Fame one year anteed a serious concern with
ago.. (For those notup on their basket- education."
When asked what he thinks of
ball trivia Caril was a Princeton basketball coach). It was an event that about Bradley's politics, Hyland is sympathetic
with most of his policies but does not
150 former Princeton players attended.
Hyland says that Bradley has been think he goes far enough with
planning to run for the Presidency since healthcare.. This led us into an interesthe was an undergrad and that people on ing conversation about the Canadian
campus would say, "that guy's gonna.be healthcare system.
For those who do not know, Canada
President some day." He has always been
on the look out for connections and ways has a socialist or universal healthcare
to prepare himself. For example, while system. He began his teaching career in
other Knicks would be out at bars and our northern neighbor and had great
with girls, he was meeting with politi- experiences with said system and never
cians and businessmen who he felt heard of anyone having problems with
necessary things (so long as you consider
might be good someday as a cabinet.
Hyland feels secure that if Bradley a liver transplant more important that a
wins, "it will be an amazing presidency," nose job).
Reflecting on Bradley's most likely reand his cabinet will have the best talent
in each position. Bradley will not ap- publican opponent, Senator John
point people because he "owes" them, McCain of Arizona, Hyland disagrees
adds Hyland. Instead he has spent most with most of his policies but says that the
of his life making connections and seek- two men have many of the same ideals.
ing out the cream of the crop. When he He does not think that his fellow alum
was in the Senate (representing NJ) he needs any of his advice, but did offer
tried to get on the committees he felt these words of wisdom to him, "keep
would best-prepare him for the Presi- pressing the issue of big ideas, avoid nibbling at the edges because that's what
dency.
Hyland spoke repeatedly of Bradley's separates you from the other candidates."

BY PATRICK G A V I N

Next semester,
study abroad

without leaving
the country.
!

&trfGKt&yDUr(t never forget.
' i M f f i a'rfiultt-dtttura! community*
UH affeftWutftparalteled array of
nes on Asia, HavVai'i, and the Pacific.

A Semester ALMOST Abroad program at the

Two Played Basketball at Princeton
BY SUSANNA KISE

Academic couple seeks:

EGG DONOR 21-28
For complete information, connect to:
www2.hawa!i,«!du/aJmost <*r e-mail anitah@hawaii.edu
On c&mpus housing arid mealj available.
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JMIVWSH> of Ha*al

for East Coast clinic. Right candidate compensated apprx $7500 plus expenses.
Outstanding SATs and academics, analytical, even-tempered, Caucasian, dark
hair/eyes, olive complexion, even-featured, 57" or taller, lean/athletic build.
Please describe motivation along w/ several [returnabletphotos to: POB 22, W.
Kingston, Rl 02892. All serious replies answered.
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Trinity Squash Players Coach Younger Athletes
William Gam brill VI and Nicolas Barquin'02 Gain Experience Serving as Assistant Squash Coaches atLoomis Chaffee
School
The boys record currently guidance during matches," she selves in the world of teaching?
BY JAMES CABOT

Features Editor
While the recent attention of
the Trinity community and
even the national press has been
focused on the top members of
the men's squash team after a
national championship campaign in '98-'99 and an undefeated run so far this year, two
members of the squash program are participating in
squash in a different way. This
season William Gambrill '01
and Nicolas Barquin '02 are
serving as assistant squash
coaches at the Loomis Chaffee
School in Windsor, Connecticut.
Loomis entered the squash
world in 1996 when wealthy
alumni donated a set of courts.
For the '99-'OO season Loomis
boys and girls coach Narrell
Tippet decided to hire two assistants to help train her team.
Naturally she looked to nearby
Trinity as a potential source of
squash help. Gambrill and
Barquin, who had previously

Thp
Barquin.
standsbovs
at 5-4record
and thecurre
girls are 3- adds.
Every day Gambrill and 7. Tippet points out that the
Loomis senior Laela Perkins
Barquin arrive for practice at both teams have improved says that playing with the two
3:30 pm. The boys practice un- enormously and credits has improved her game: "I've
til 5 pm and the girls practice Barquin and Gambrill for that, gotten faster from playing with
from 5 to 6:30 pm. "For obvious "This is my first year coaching (them). Nick tells me to play agreasons,
gressively,
coaching the
like a boy!"
young ladies
Perkins
adds that
is our favor
the having
ite part of
the two at
the day,"
matches is
n o t e s
extremely
Gambrill.
valuable beBarquin
cause they
a n d
know what
Gambrill
it is like to
work onecompete
on-one with
under stress
the athletes
and they
on
techare able to
n i q u e',
give good
stretching
advice and
and fitness
encouragedrills. They —
— »«•»• -» « — — — _ _ _
ment to the
also watch Would you trust these two guys with your kids? (Barquin, Tippet, Gambrill)
matches and critique the ath- t n e L.UU11U9 v_nain_v, j ^ n - w . . Loomis athletes.
Do either of these young
letes on their performances. [teams
he Loomis
Chaffee
squash
and these
two have
been
Gambrill and Barquin say that awesome. We're lucky to have coaches see a future for themparticipating in interscholastic them," says Tippet, who adds
matches is their favorite part of

Currently both are intent on
careers in finance, although
Barquin says that he is also considering a career as a teacher
and" coach' at• the
-1 - high
<-!-i school
1—1
level. "Finance is my first calling, but I could see myself at age
forty deciding to teach and
coach at the prep school level. I
want to introduce the game of
squash to my old high school,"
says Barquin. Tippet says that
she could definitely see both
Gambrill and Barquin teaching
and/or coaching at some point
in their adult lives.
Barquin, who grew up in
Washington, DC, says that his
ultimate dream would be to
bring the sport of squash to his
native Cuba. "I want to do for
squash in Cuba what Fidel
Castro did for socialism," quips
Barquin. Does Tippet think this
is a possibility? "These two can
do anything," she says. She
hopes that both will return next
year for more action on the
Loomis courts.

Born Again?
Drunk Babies?

Gambritt and Barquin, who had previously helped to train and manage
the Trinity girl's squad, jumped at the opportunity to coach younger
athletes.
that many of the squash
helped to train and manage the their job, although Gambrill coaches at Loomis are teachers
Trinity girl's squad, jumped at also points out that he loves who coach squash despite not
Loomis facilithe opportunity to, coach showering in* the
i - i
. 1
• 1
' ''ffiUHS
younge.r,,,aMgj 1& a^^ i ^
To have two talented players
see the development of athletes S o a p , . • • , . . , . .
who understand squash at
It would seem that both the
tne wno uuuciswuu o ^ ^ w >..
at the prep school level. In college there is so much more pres- boys and girls teams have re- practice and matches is terrific,"
sure. It is not as much fun," says acted well to their new coaches, says Tippet. "They give good

After
a while
this new col<•
1 - M _ of
_
lege life, 1 apparently had done
so well that I was allowed to advance to the next level, some-

continued from page ten
glass ones, that my vocabulary
would expand to include such
big words as "jugs" and "tap"—
*
' -' ' ' --~- J

1

thing ttiat,peQpk>Tefex!xe<AtQ as

false—and that I would learn
about such notable people as
Samuel Adams and Dr. Ruth
Westheimer.

'sophomore." Although I was
nervous at first, I was instantly
comforted when 1 realized that
it looked that there were plenty
of bottles there, too.

Alons The Long Walk
WHAT SHOULD BE THE NAME OF
THE NEW ADMISSIONS BUILDING?
Ms.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT OF THE
DAVIS ENDOWMENT

Tovj!ELL

'03

'We should call it "The Building on the Hill."1

'We should name the building after
someone who has had a substantial
impact on admissions at Trinity. Perhaps a notable Admissions Director.'

'02

l

M<m''f

'02

'They should just call it "The
New Admissions Building.'"

'It should be named the
"Thomas Church
Brownell Admissions
Building."1
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Jones One Sets Fire to Trinity, Hartford
Trinity's Own Will Open for Government Mule at the Webster Theater on March 2nd
BY ADRIAN R. FADRHONC

Features Writer

had auditioned and was accepted to the bers of the Samples and Phish. He last
played bass for J. Willis Pratt & We're
band.
The five played select gigs around Bionic, for whom Phish's own Jon
Hartford until early December, when the Fishman played drums. They are releasband encountered a big setback. Gavin ing an album this spring that will be sold
had too much going on in his life and through the Phish newsletter. Kasiewicz
could no longer handle the time com- has played to a sold-out crowd of 17,000
mitment. He quit shortly before Christ- " at the Pepsi Arena in Albany.
mas break. The four remaining members
For those half-wits who do not quite

If you've been to any local bars, latenights, or school-sponsored events recently, chances are you have heardjones
One. Between their usual gigs at South
City, and their appearances at the Tap,
Hallapalooza, Trinity Live, AD
late-night, and the Vernon Center as an opening act for the
Sugarhill Gang, you've probably tossed your body around
the dance floor awkwardly as
they rocked-out on one of their
many cover songs or original
tunes. Who is Jones One?
Where are they from, and
where are they headed?
Jones One is a four member
band consisting of bassist Rick
Eastland '00, keyboardist and
lead singer Jeff Ginsburg '00,
drummer Nick Lombardi '02,
and guitarist John Kasiewicz, a
1998 graduate of Goddard College, located in Plainfield, Vermont Eastland, Ginsburg and
Lombardi first played together
on stage at Trinity Live last
spring, along with Patrick
Gavin '00 and Regan Rowan
'99. After a few performances
last spring, they realized that
they had great chemistry, and Who are these crazies?
the core group of Eastland, Gavin, rebounded well, acquiring more gigs, inGinsburg and Lombardi returned to cluding the opening act for Government
Mule on March. 2nd at the Webster The- .
ater in Hartford.
•* •
"* " l f '"^'
his band as the opening act [or the
Each of the band members has prior
Sugarhill Gang on the first weekend of band experience. Ginsburg spent the
school. Early last fal! the band decided summer playing in a local band called
that they needed to thicken their sound Natural Funk Selection. Eastland last
by adding another guitar. This is where played in Gypsy Revival, a group out of
Kasiewicz was introduced to Jones One. Indiana University. Lombardi provided
Ginsburg noticed him posting fliers the rhythms for the Granola Freedom
looking for four to five instruments, none Fighters. Kasiewicz may have the most
of them guitar. Soon enough Kasiewicz experience, having played with mem-

Ginsburg's originals. They work it out,
patiently waiting for Eastland to arrive
from a meeting. After a half-hour of rehearsing this tune, Eastland arrives in a
tie and overcoat with a brown bag under his arm. From the wrinkled brown
bag he removes four 1-pint bottles of
Budweiser. "Why Bud?" I ask Lombardi.
"It's the King," he replies. After an intense
debate on the fate of rock legends Guns n' Roses (GNR to
those keeping score at home),
and the whereabouts of Axel,
Slash, and Izzy, the four set to
work on a new cover of GNR's
'November Rain.' Still working
out the kinks, a few small arguments arise, but each is quickly
worked out. Said Ginsburg, "We
fight a lot because of all of our
different musical influences,
but it gets worked out because
we all love to play."

As for the future, Eastland
and Ginsburg are seniors, so
anything after graduation is
uncertain. Jones One will continue to play regularly at South
City on Maple Ave., and will
play Trinity Live again this
spring. They are now in the studio recording a CD, comprised
almost entirely of original
songs. Clearly their biggest gig
together will be this March 2 at
PHOTO COURTESY OF PLANET OF SOUNDSTUDIO
the Webster, opening for Govhave it together, yes the band name origi- ernment Mule, a nationally known act.
nates from the first-year dormitory. Government Mule is comprised of exwith
Gavin and Ginsburg both lived on the Allman Brothers, and has played
1
firefPtoor of Jones'during their freshman" slide-guitar'prfenom Derek Trucks. "Of
year, and always joked that if they ever their upcoming performances, Ginsburg
formed a band, they would not forget says, "We owe our success to the Trinity
community, and would like to thank
their roots.
The foursome spends hours each week them. Hope to see everyone out this
practicing in the band room. I was for- spring".
Jones One will be performing on March
tunate enough to sit in on one such rehearsal in the Vernon Center. Kasiewicz, 2 at the Webster Theater, 31 Webster St.,
Lombardi and Ginsburg are behind their Hartford. For tickets and additional ininstruments, fighting through one of formation,contact]effGinsburgatx2892.
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDY ABROAD

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
ARGENTINA
CHILE
COSTA RICA
Fait, Spring or Full Year. Scholarships Available.
Study Abroad Information Session:
Representative*
Carolyn Watson
Date:
Location:

Monday, February 28
11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Information Table in Mather
(near front desk)

For farther information contact the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler University,
4600 Sunset Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46208, Tel: 800/858-0229 Fax; 317/940-9704

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
B U T L E R

U N I V E R S I T Y

Top Ten Ways for Trinity to
Improve Its Cash Flow
10. Rent Jarvis/Seabury to paintballers.
9. Sell top nine squash players to Harvard.
8. Transform. Psi-Ufrom a low class bedand-breakfast to a high class bed-andbreakfast.
7. Force faculty to sell faulty research to
extremist right wing groups/conspiracy
theorists.
6. Rent Long Walk to Detroit auto
companies for crash tests into Williams
Memorial.
S. Turn Cinestudio into porno theater.
4. Lease Saint Anthony Hall space to local
cults (wait...it may already be occupied by
one).
3. Charge Admission to Hartford Police.
2. Turn Hamlin Hall in to a weekend all
hours transexual Euro-dance club.
1. Four words: Evan Dobelle, male gigolo.
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Community Service
(Pride in defying those (ess fortunate than ourseCves
vival of these poor rats, school officials
weren't quick to praise themselves. InFeatures Editor/Columnist/
stead, they humbly hid their pride beOverall Good Guy
hind comments like "I have no idea what
you're talking about," and "If you call my
We all hear the speeches that are so home one more time at such an ungodly
often made by our school's President, hour, I'm going to call the police." What
Evan S. Dobelle. We know that the col- modesty!
lege is involved in a lot of community
What the school's trustees would have
service. We all know that Trinity spends told us, if they weren't being so modest,
millions of dollars working to better the is that the Jarvis Rat Shelter provides a
environment that surrounds the school. home for the great number of homeless
Now, you should know by now that I rats during the months they need it most.
am someone who is involved with com- Thanks to the great people at Trinity
munity service, in particular trying to College, these rats have homes for the
provide dates to those unfortunate fe- winter, and food in the form of whatever
males who normally would not, have papers they can find in a desk drawer.
such an exciting experience. And trust
However, theJ.R.S. is only the first step
me, there isn't much that is as exciting in a great journey towards insuring the
as some Nanos Community Service. It's safety and well being of all of our city's
so fun, that I'm surprised the school ad- rats. Even though the j.R.S. provides
ministration hasn't tried to make it ille- great shelter for the rats of our commugal yet.
nity, it is far from perfect. The poor rats
Anyway, back to the point. Being have to share small rooms with somesomeone who takes such an active part times up to five freshman college stuin our school's community service, I feel dents. These students sometimes try to
great pride every time we, as a commu- keep their papers out of reach of the rats,
nity, do something for the good of oth- therefore keeping the starving rats away
ers. This is why I have never been more from their only source of food.
Also, somehow, the rat shelter is sufproud of our school than I am now. Some
insightful higher-up in our school's ad- fering from an infestation of rat traps. I
ministration found a group that was in don't have to tell you how dangerous it
dire need of winter housing. Unless is for rats to live in a rat trap infested ensomething was done much of this group vironment. This is where you come in.
wouldn't have made it through the win- Trinity College needs dedicated students
ter; The bitter cold of the snow was like yourselves to clear the freshmen and
the rat traps from the Jarvis Rat Shelter.
threatening their survival.
That is, until Trinity College opened After we are done with that problem, we
can move on to the clearing out of what
the Jarvis Rat Shelter.
The trustees of our school are being will become the North Campus Rat
very modest when talking about their Shelter and we won't stop until we have
latest achievement. When reached for a President Dobelle's House Rat Shelter.
BY BRIAN NANOS

for what is a j

Crossword 101
BY Ed Canty

" Hydrotherapy
1 Gibson & Brooks
5 Wagner's overture
10 Reed instrument
14 Jai _
15 Let do
16 Hairdo
17 F/afe/y's creation
19 Follows Big or Down
20 Ethiopian lake
21 Rayons
23 Retired
26 Biblical garden
27 Non-Com
30 Make fuzzy
32 Throbbed
36 Troublemaker
38 Camden Yard player
39 Tolstoy's Karenina
40 Excuse
42 Spat
43 More humble
45 S. E. Asian country
47 Miaoued
48 Rajah's wife
49 Dynamite
50 Domesticate
52 Irish Gaelic
54 Chicken Little for one
58 Like the Old Bucket
62 First woman AG

63BI!ghorKldd
66
Brute
67 Ciaw
68 French 101 verb
69 Remain as is
70 Stairs
71 Fish eggs
DOWN
1K2 Wtiiiney & Wallach
3 Volcanic rock

4 Italian city
5 Craze
6
carte

MoRgafoe's
Mystical Tauot
LHO

AQUARIUS

JUL23-AUG22
Playing by the rules is not always your
The Search for Truth is never easy, but
game, but your social graces have you
t's good that you have started to try.
in good stead this week. You are the
Look around as you walk - the end of
center of attention, your favorite place
the road is not as important as the
to be Your ability to listen well and
journey. In the meantime, avoiding the
your strong loyalty to your friends will
outside world may also provide an excellent opportunity to deal with the soon enable you to provide needed
support to those you care for. Keep up
minor things of life, like laundry.
the good work!

PISCES
TE.5 15 -MAR 2 0 '
As we settle in for six more weeks of
winter, the Page of Cups brings you
peace and calm. This will be an unusually pleasant respite for you from
worry and frustration, as well as a
chance to indulge in a good book or art
lick at Cinestudio. Have you ever considered writing for the arts section?

MAR2! -APR I
Overaction and overreaction are two of
your trademark qualities, but it's time
to cool it. Not only are you wearing
yourself out by overdoing it, but the
people around you think you are obnoxious. Listen, cooperate, and temper
that renowned stubborness to smooth
things over and lower your stress level.

i

The Karma wheel is spinning the
blessings of the gods into your lap.
Apparently you were better in your
last life than in this one! Keep your eyes
open, because although destiny is sure
to call at least once, it might not redial
if you're not home.

' LIBRA
SEJT23-OCT22 JL

ARIES

TAURUS
AFK 20 - MAY 20

Got enemies' Now would be a very
i oo^ i ume^v^at£h p u r back if you
'"*'*""»*u™ll™-*K"*u""a"'
" Someone
close to you envies you - and not in a
_;ood way. Don't let yourself be manipulated or hurt, but don't turn the
tables, either. Think Karma.

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN20

ACROSS

A
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It's hard to be brilliant all the time
isn't it? You are about to present the
fruits of your hard work, but you have
also been guilty of shifting some of the
burden of creativity onto those who
did not want it. Complete your project
and take your friends to dinner. They
deserve it.

SCORPIO
OCT23-NOV21
You face a mountain and the only way
up is on foot. You may be waiting for
the shuttle to come by, but it's going to
be a lot quicker to just walk You thrive
in the heat of the moment, but patience and perserverance are virtues.
Cultivate them.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DEC21

Everyone gets a turn in the sun and This is not going to be your week. Evei
hear of trench warfare? You are abou
now is yours! Stand up and reap the
to experience it first hand. My advio
benefits of all your recent hard work.
Take the day off and spend some qualdig a really deep ditch and stay there
ity time with your friends or significant other - happiness is yours, so
CAPRICORN
share the wealth!

DELC22-JAN I?

CANCER

The Moon controls the deep waters ol
your emotions and the tides are high
You know that what you are doing is Your imagination may lead you t
not going to make you happy, but you thoughts of the darker kind or yo
continue to do it anyway. Take a sec- may experience irrational desires ti
lash out at others, but your mistakes
ond to look up the word masochist and
can be valuable if you learn from
admire your photo. The next time you
them. You will emerge from this time
are tempted, think about how you are
going to feel about yourself in the with valuable knowledge and fres
morning and go to sleep early instead. understanding.
7 Arm bone
8 Pele's specialty

9 Famous Boss
10 New Jersey resort
11 Catamaran
W Belgian River
13 Newts
18 Jewish leader
22 Precedes down or up
24 "Pomp & Circumstance"
composer
25 Distribute
27 Disgrace
28DOA
29 User printer need
31 Inner self
33 Lift
34 Petite
35 Remove flab
37 Freshwater lish
38 Edmonton player
41 Poison

By GKRAssociates E-Mail: EDC9432@aol.com
Mail: GKR, P.O. Box 461, Scheneclady, NY 12301

44 Dutch treat
46 Fabled person
48 Fix a chafr
51 Drizzles

55 Latvian

R U T H
O S H
A N O
M A R

56 Pot starter
57 Story
59 O.J. trial witness

B

53 Diner
54 Greek god of war

60 Ireland
61 Compass pts.
64 Constable
65 Ques. retort

Quote
" Unfortunately our
affluent society has
also been an
effluent society."
...Hubert

H.Humphrey
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Career Services Coaching:
Graduate and i*roffessional School
and Full Time Jobs
Networking Opportunities
•

A

m

ins

Upcoming CSO Deadlines...
Tuesday, February 8,2000
2/8/00
Radcliffe Publishing Course
Wednesday, February 9,2000
2/9/00 Radcliffe Publishing Course
2/9/00
Interfid Capital Corporation
Thursday, February 10,2000
2/10AW Teach for America
2/10AX) Taft School
2/10700 TeleRep
Friday, February 11,2000
2/U/OO George Little Managment, Inc.
2/11/00 GreenPoint Financial
.
2/11/00 Rtadak Educational Services, Inc.
Monday, February 14,2000
2/14/00 Travelers Property Casualty
2/U/OO The Fresh Air Fund
\ Tuesday, February 15,2000
/ 2/15/00 Phillips Academy
Friday, February 18,2000
2/18/00 Associated Medical Schools of NY
2/18/00 Leysin American School
Monday, February 21,2000
7:00PM People* Bank
12:00PM University of Denver Pub. Inst.
Tuesday, February 22,2000
2/22/00 People's Bank
7:00PM Great Hollow Wilderness School
2/22/00 Teach for America
2/22/00 University of Hartford, Summer
Insurance Internship Program
Wednesday, February 23,2000
2/23/00 University of Hartford, Summer
Insurance Internship Program
Thursday, February 24,2000
2/24/00 Louis Dreyfus
7:00PM Readak Educational Services, Inc.
Friday, February 25,2000
2/25/00 GreenPoint Financial
2/25AX) Readak Educational Services, Inc.
2/25/00 Shearman & Sterling
2/25/00 ConnFirg
2/25/00 American Skandia Life Assurance Corp.
2/25/00 Northfield Mount Hermon School
Sunday, February 27,2000
2/27/00 Music Career Expo and Job Fair 2000
Monday, February 28,2000
2/28/00 American Skandia Life Assurance Corp.
2/28/00 General Investment Development
Tuesday, February 29,2000
2/29/00 Travelers Property Casualty

Resume Deadline

CONGRATULATIONS...
...to Clgire Fitz-Geral4 for completing
bet- profile ar>4 winning the Career

Open Interview Date
Resume Deadline
Information Session,
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

Services grand prize of $200 towar4s

TeiTuceRoomC

b o o b at the Trinity College Book Store.

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

retail ' arv;?*hi*

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline

• snten.'sution:i.i.«>|'.

, >.

Still haven't registered on Trinity Recruiting?

Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Information Session
Information Session

Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge

Interview Date
Information Session
Resume Deadline

Alumni Lounge

You may be missing out on the summer or full time job of
your dreams! Currently listed in Trinity Recruiting are
positions in retail, non-profits, teaching, public relations,
marketing, law, healthcare, international opportunities,
and much more!
File out your profile in Trinity Recruiting TODAY!!!
It's as easy as 1...2...3...and it gives you:

Resume Deadline
Interview Dale
Interview Date
Information Session
Interview Date
Interview Date
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Resume Deadline
Interview Date '•
Resume Deadline

TBD

• 24-hour access to the latest career information,
• less QPs from the Career Services Office, and
• e-mails tailored to your specific career goals.

Stop by Career Services Off ice, call us at x2080,
e-mail us at career-services@trincoll.edu, or visit our
website at http://www.trincoll.edu/~career/for more information.

Interview Date

Spring Recruiting Programs
• Hartford Summer Career Exploration
Program (HSCEP) - February 25
• Greater Hartford Job Fair - February 29
• Health & Human Services Career Fair March31
,
• Liberal Art Career Network Virtual Career
Fair-Week of March 27
• Communications, Arts, Sports and
Entertainment Resume Referral - April
• East West Connection - April

Career Services Office Hours:
Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00 p.m.
Daily drop ins, no appointments
necessary:
Monday -Friday from 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday from 8:30-11:30 a.m.
Individual appointments may be
scheduled all day, everyday.
Watch your e-mail for evening and
weekend hours throughout the semester.

Not sure what you want to do? Come network
with alumni/ae and learn about what they do!
• Raytheon Tour - February 18
• Practice Interviews - February 22,23 & 24
• Careers in Advertising and Web Industries with Wenda
Harris Millard '76 - February 23
• Engineering Networking Dinner - March 5
• Health Professions Alumni Panel - March 7
• Sciences Networking Dinner - March 8
» Board of Fellows Networking Dinner - March 9
• Washington DC Networking Reception - March 9
•
•
•
•
•

Law & Government Networking Reception - March 15
Art in Business with Bruce MacDonald '56 - March 29
Arts & Entertainment Networking Reception - April 3
Careers in Finance with Mitch Merin '75 - April 10
Technical Careers with John McKenna'77 - TBA

FEBRUARY 8,2000
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Wes Craven Offers His Audience the Final Scream
Scream 3 Implements A New Screenwriter, An Updated Cast, and Many More Surprises
BY LEE GELLERT

Arts Writer

Don't even bother trying to guess who
the opening scene murder victim is in
the final installment of the Scream trilogy; you will only be disappointed.
While the final film brings back the
survivors from the second installment
and the greatest horror film director, Wes
Craven (Nightmare on Elm Street), one
key element of the movie is missing.
Due to excessive amounts of work,
Kevin Williamson was unable to write
the script to the movie. Taking over for
the man who has shaped pop culture in
television over th,e past decade is screenwriter Ehren Kruger.
Kruger, best known for his surprise
ending of Arlington Road, brought his
own new ideas to the trilogy. While
Kruger does a great job, the movie still is
obviously missing something that the
first two films had. This is evident from
the get go.
In the opening scene of the movie
Kruger goes for a surprise beginning. Instead of surprising us we compare it to
the opening scene of the first two, which
were classic horror scenes. Think about

to the first two openings.
This is not to say the opening is bad. It
sets up the movie very well and introduces the audience to an even more
clever killers. The new threat to our be-

her life secluded in the middle of nowhere,
The only contacts she has are her father, who comes and makes sure she is
doing okay, Dewey (David Arquette), and
the women she talks to as a phone operator for a women's help number. She is
also having nightmares of her mother
and the Ghostface Killer.
Back in the world of Hollywood, Stab

/ don't think this beginning will be talked about even
right after the film, unless it is to say how it doesn't
compare to the first two openings.

3 is being made. After the first victim is
revealed, Hollywood detective Kincaid,
(Patrick Dempsey, Can't Buy Me Love)
finds Gale Weathers (Courtney Cox, I
refuse to add the Arquette) and tells her
of the murder. Kincaid reveals to her that
the killer left a picture of Maureen
Prescott, Sidney's mother, at the crime
scene.
The movie then leads to the set of Stab
WWNlr TIMES.COM
3 where we meet some of the other charCourtney Cox in Scream 3
acters: the director, Roman Bridger,
loved cast has a new weapon to help played by Scott Foley of Felicity fame, the
with his mischief. The voice changer, producer, John Milton, played by Lance
that has been perfectly used, has a new Henriksen (Aliens), and the actors Sarah
ability, it can now copy real people's Darling (jenny McCarthy), who is playing Tatum in Stab 3, and Jen (Parker
While Kruger does a great job, the movie still is obviouslyPosey), who is playing Gale Weathers in
Stab 3.
missing something that the first two films had.
When.the entire cast, of Scream meets
at the set, mayhem begins. The entire
it; the opening to the first'movie will be voices. While it does add humor and cast is solid in acting. Many people may
in horror movie fame forever. :. . •
makes some scenes scarier, I felt that it be annoyed by Parker Posey, but overall
I don't think this beginning will be " didn't-belong; in the movie. After the the cast does a good job.
talked about even right after the film, opening scene of the movie we find out
The cast is filled with surprise guest'
unless it is to say how it doesn't compare that Sidney (Neve Campbell) is living stars. The movie uses guest stars in the

Magnolia Blooms, But
BY SASHA BRATT

Arts Writer

Every so often a movie comes out
when you just ask yourself, what? After
seeing Magnolia I walked out of the
movie theater with a puzzled look on my
face, and then I realized that it was on
the rest of the audience's faces as well. It
was a look of, did I like that film. Well, it
honestly took a week or so for me to realize, that though it was flawed in certain areas, I had viewed an incredible
movie. Magnolia is a movie-maker's
movie, and will have a love/hate rela-'
tionship with the audience.
I don't think that many willkinda,
sorta find it interesting, this movie
evokes passion from the viewers, for better or for worse. Magnolia could be the
most complex story that I have been
asked to write about, but I will attempt
to explain it and my reactions to the best
of my ability.
The story, to begin with, is not really
one story. It is the story of seven or eight
very real characters going about their
random activities on a random day in
Los Angeles. Some of their lives are connected strongly, for example father and
son, while others are loosely associated,
former and current contestants on a TV
game show.
With what would seem to be a relatively simple stage set, the ordinary day
for these ordinary people begins. An ordinary day with a chance of showers,
which is most likely a metaphor for the
trials that these people will soon be going through.
The following is a rundown of the stories that director P.T. Anderson brilliantly investigates simultaneously:
there is the dying Earl Partridge (who
gives the best performance of the movie,
yes even better than Tom Cruise) who,

way that the other movies used Hollywood inside jokes.
Although it may seem that this is a
negative review of the film, that is not
my purpose.
As a lover of the original Scream, I believe that the actors are exactly the way
they should be, and Wes Craven is still a
God to horror movies.
Williamson's absence in the writing is

from his deathbed, asks his nurse (Philip,
Seymour Hall) to find his son Frank
Mackey (Tom Cruise in a true departure
from anything he has previously done,
in a great role, but not the best supporting actor of the year) who is a TV sex
guru who tries to help men get the
women that they want through his seek
and destroy seminars.
This offers some of the most hilarious
writing of the script. More drama is

obvious, but Kruger has created a very
interesting ending, which definitely rivals the original.
The movie itself does not, but the story
is so much better than the second movie
that it makes up for the lack of pop-culture references, which we were getting
sick of anyway.
The one thing that made this movie
fall short of the original was the lack of
Randy, the film geek played to perfection
by Jamie Kennedy.
Its true that Randy does show up at
one point in order to teach the audience
the rules of a trilogy, but it just doesn't
fulfill our fix.
The casting of his sister definitely
helped though. If you liked the first two
movies you are gonna like this movie, I
guarantee it. The movie is still funny,
scary and still is fresh.
Even if you think you know who the
killer is, do not stop paying attention.
Right before the killer was revealed I
•turned to my friend and said, "But
there are no more suspects."

oneRealize It?
Do Kids Know?" The hostjimmy Gator
(movingly played by Philip Baker Hall),
is suffering from cancer and does not
have long to live.
He had been unfaithful to his wife and
estranged from his daughter, Claudia
Gator, a troubled girl who is a cocaine
addict played by Melora Walters so well
that she made me feel as paranoid as she
was.
This double life thatjimmy Gator lives
fnr
\ TV and in reality) along with the

where, but the company he works for,"
treats him like a spectacle and markets
around him.
Perhaps the most honest portrayal
comes from John C. Reilly, a police officer
who, while investigating Claudia Gator
for a noise disturbance, starts to fall for
her. He gives an inspiring, "true to human experience" performance that sets
the standard for the acting in the whole
movie.
The climax might leave a few scratching their heads, but those with a quick
eye and a deep knowledge might have a
clue.

•

,

.

WWW.MAGN0UAMOVIE/P1CTURE.C0M

John C. Reilly and EmmanuelJohnson in P.T. Anderson's Magnolia.

and unfaithful wife, portrayed by
Julianne Moore, the busiest actress of
1999,
She is slowly breaking down because
of her infidelities toward her husband,
whom, through his slow death, she has
learned to love, and now she repents for
her sins, but cannot stand living knowing the things she did to him.
The other episodes in the movie center around a popular kids game "What

male-chauvinist Mackey, causes this
film to have a strong, strong anti-male
message that might get by most, but believe me, it is there.
On the show is current whiz-kid
Stanley Spector (hauntingly acted by
Jeremy Blackmen) who doesn't want to
be exploited for his brains anymore. On
the flipside is William H. Macy as whizkid Donnie Smith, a winner on the show •
from years back. His life has gone no-

'
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The movie suffers mainly from being
too long. If it could be broken down into
five parts, the beginning, middle and end,'.
are extraordinary, but the second and
fourth parts that connect them are a bit
laborious.
1 would not want to be the one in
charge of editing, however. It is almost
an impossible task to take scenes out of
this movie, because it is a movie about
scenes.
One scene after another, and Anderson never leaves one story long enough
for you to forget the significance. This
movie is a true testament to his ability
to tell a story, as well as his ability to
make a movie. Besides the story and the
acting, the best part of the movie comes
through the music.
. ••..
A full array of songs from Aimee
Mann convey the emotions of the people
of the movie. With very unique, almost
daringly original scenes, the director for
the first time connects all the characters
as they are all singing along to one of
these songs called "Wise Up" arid it
serves almost as a warning to each other
that none of them heed.
I cannot say whether anyone
should see this film or not, all I can say
is that for this one you have to make
. up your own mind.
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Organist Set To Play Trinity
BY MICAH COGEN

Arts Editor

Come see Tumbleweeds on February 23 at Real Art Ways in Hartford.
It is the story of a middle-aged
woman and her search for love. Tickets are available by phone at (860)
232-1006.
. '

Don't miss 6-String Bass Delights
on February 9 at 12:15 PM in
GarmanyHall. Admission is free for
private lesson instructor David Stolz
and friends Charles Flores and Rob
Gottfried's program of jazz
instrumental and original compositions.
Be sure to catch the TheaterWorks
production of Master Class, featuring
Rosemary Prinz from now until
February 27,2000 here in Hartford.
For ticket information, you can call
(860)527-7838.

Attend a lecture by Emily Weeks,
doctoral candidate in the History of
Art at Yale University on February 15
at 12:30 PM at the Yale Center for British Art. For more information call
(203) 432-2800.

Richard Heschke, a professional organist from Concordia College, will perform here at Trinity College on Sunday,
February 20, 2000. Heschke comes to
Trinity to participate in the annual
Clarence Watters Memorial Recital,
which is a part of Trinity's Organ series.
Heschke has had a rather interesting
life himself. Born in Wisconsin, Heschke
attended Concordia College. After
graduating, he attended the prestigious
Eastman School of Music, where he finished with a Performer's Certificate specialized in the organ. From Eastman,
Heschke also received his masters degree
as well as his doctorate.
The veteran organist has had the pleasure of performing for an international
audience on the syndicated program
Pipedreams, which is produced by Minnesota Public Radio. Heschke has also
participated in many national recital
conventions held by the American Guild
of Organists. He has been hailed by
many in the music community as a technical virtuoso.
Heschke is a perfect example of
Trinity's ongoing effort to offer their students guests, like Heschke, who are well
established in their field of study and
can, through their various mediums, aid
any student who wishes to expose themselves to as many ways of learning and
exploring as possible.
Besides Hescke's commitment to his
work as an artist, he spent three years on
the staff at Concordia and as an acting .
chairman for the Church Music department at Eastman.
Heschke is just one of many who have
participated over the years in the Trinity College Chapel Organ Series. Others

have included John Rose, Janice Beck,
and scheduled to appear on March 12,
Huw Lewis.
This is a valiant effort on the part of
the Trinity College Chapel to present students with other forms of art, music and
culture that might otherwise be denied
to them outside the college environment.
The Chapel's efforts only reinforce the
goals of a liberal arts school to offer a qual-

COURTESYOF PHILLIP TRUCKENBROD

Richard Heschke to Play Trinity Chapel

ity education, as well as stimulating experiences. So for those utterly bored by the
party barn, maybe this is the experience
one should look towards for a change of
pace and flavor.
The recital will commence at three in
the afternoon and tickets will be sold at
the door. Tickets are $7 for non-TrinTrin
members. Trinity students may see the
performance free of charge. If any student
wishes to bring a grandparent or an old
friend it will cost an additional $4 per senior citizen.

Puerto Rican Bomba Music A Smash Hit
fe Bray mm& SATURDAY
Doors open 8pm

3T0BK0TKH
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slightly amusing thing about this was beat that went with them.
For instance, if the dancer did a triple
that they were two of the people who
were dancing in the aisles earlier. They step, the drummer would play a triple
just stood there, in the dark, with a sign beat at the same time. This means that
I would love to tell you that I was able that said "U.S. Navy Out of Viegues the drummer had to very carefully
to give my undivided attention to the NOW!" I'm not quite positive which city watch the dancers' feet in order to play
Puerto Rican music festival on Friday was on the sign, but that could be be- the beat at the same time.
night, but unfortunately that is not true. cause they were in the dark.
The whole band was extraordinarily
If you were in attendance and you noThere were six singers in the band, a energetic, and would exhort the auditiced the lights changing colors, that keyboarder, a bass player, a drummer, ence to be the same. They would get the
was me. So, needless to say, my atten- and a man who played a guitar native to audience to sing along with them, and
tion was slightly divided.
Puerto Rico.
encouraged people to dance.
However, even with the distraction of
All of the band members were clad in
During their final number, the band
a voice in the headset on my. ear, 1 am white, and exuded a supreme amount of (all of them who weren't playing) got
still able to tell you that this was one of energy. The singers would dance to the onto the pit of the stage, and started
the most energetic shows that I have music as they sang, and most of them dancing.
ever seen. At one point, some of the band played instruments as well.
Someone in the front row had a small
members got into the pit and were dancThree of them had hand drums, one child, and had put them up on the stage
• ing to the music being played. This mu- had a drum that looked like a barrel on
to dance, and some of the group memsic had the people literally dancing in ,a stand, and one had an instrument that
bers went over and danced with him/her
the aisles.
made scratching noises when he played (sorry, I was up in the booth, and couldn't
There are only fwo things about the it. Two of the singers were also drumtell from there. All I knew was that there
was a little person on stage).
I do have one issue which relates diThis was one of the most energetic shows that 1
to the band itself. Any members
have ever seen..,this music had the people literally rectly
of the audience who only spoke English
dancing in the aisles.
felt slightly left out at times.
This is because many of the speeches
show that gave me cause to complain, mers, and during some numbers sat and that were given by the group were given
and neither of them had to do with the drummed rather than singing.
in Spanish. Now, I took Spanish for 5
band or the music.
During some of the pieces, when there years, and granted I couldn't hear very
One was the fact that the video crew were no vocals, some of the singers well from where I was, but I could only
that was hired to film this event had one would come to the front of the stage and pick out a few words of what was being
"roving" camera. This means that there dance. The one female member of the said.
was a man on stage with a camera walk- group had on a multilayered dress, and
Thus, anyone in the audience who did
ing around throughout the entire show. during some of her dances, she would lift not speak Spanish was clueless at times.
Needless to say, this was slightly distract- the top layer to reveal another white All of their music was also in Spanish,
ing. He was wearing black to blend in, layer with small pink ribbons tied to it. but that did not matter. It was the beat
but I hate to tell him this, you don't blend She would then use the top layer of her and the tone of the music that the audiin while wearing black unless the lights dress to accentuate the beat of the mu- ence was listening to, and if you underare OUT.
sic being played.
stood the words, that was great, but even
They weren't. So, there was a random
There was also a male singer who if you didn't, you still had a great time.
man in black wandering around the danced at the front of the stage, and he
All in all, I had a great time at this
stage. Secondly, toward the end of the would interact with one of the drum- show, and if you ever get a chance to
show, there were two protestors on the mers. He would make up dances on the see a group of this type, I would highly
side of the pit area of the stage. The spot, and the drummer would play the recommend that you go!
LESLEY MILNER

Arts Writer
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Yemaya Leaves Audience With Mixed Reactions
A Modern Dance Performance that Raises Serious Questions Concerning Artistic Intentions
primitive tribal manner and
played rudimentary instruments.
The technical aspect of the
performance was amazing. Hiah Park was incredibly flexible.
She contorted her body in a
unique and stylized fashion.
The way she held herself up and
twisted her limbs over and
around her body while her
muscles trembled, displayed
acumen in dance that captivated the audience's attention.
The backdrop was a shift of
lights representing day and
night. There was cohesiveness
to her performance as she gracefully moved under the changing lights.
The most interesting part of
the performance was when Hiah Park picked up three roses.
She performed a seductive
dance, gazing intently at the
roses. It almost was like the
marriage of two people, of
beauty (rose) and freedom (the
dance). Alter she put clown the
roses, it seemed like her life
drained out of her, in the symbolic sense.
Next, she picked up an ornate dagger and danced around,
filled with rage, making short
bursts of screaming. The
screaming was meant to have a

BY CHRISTIAN SORACE

Arts Writer

There are two types of artists:
people who love what they do
and dissolve themselves in art
for the sake of art itself, and
then there are people who selfrighteously act like, 'Look at my
work!' without letting the art
speak for itself. Hi-ah Park was
an example of the first; Judy
Dworin released an air of the
latter.
Hi-ah Park and Judy Dworin
on Wednesday night gave a
modern dance performance of
Yemaya. The dance was a nonchoreographed spiritual improvisation. The performance
tightly intermeshed the agile
fluidity of the body and the
freedom of a dancer denying
the existence of the body by letting everything go. The performance was fascinating and
ingenious, yet it lacked the cohesiveness of an undisturbed
expression of self.
Hi-ah Park began the performance lying on the floor. She
slowly, like in an embryonic
emergence, pushed herself up.
The litheness of her dancing
was incredible. She did this
while Judy Dworin sang in a

"shocking" effect to break the
solemn mood, but it was rather
laughable. She did regain a
sense of seriousness, though,
when she brought her performance into the crowd. It is very
unconventional to dance in the
audience, yet innovative, adding an astounding dimension to
the performance. Bringing the
audience into the performance
created much more spiritual
fluidity.
She picked up the dagger and
placed it on a member of the
audience's chest, right above his
heart (melodramatic symbolism?). She laid him down while
contorting her body on top of
him acting like she was a spirit
bringing death. The rest of the
show went on in this fashion.
She closed the show by running
up to the door on the side wall
where she had entered in the beginning.
During the entire showjudy
Dworin was making tribal
chanting noises that would either play off or influence Hi-ah
Park's dancing. Dworin rocked
back and forth while playing a
random array of crude native
instruments. The instrumental
aspect of the show was a necessary, integral, and beautiful
part; her singing was not.

Her vocal improvisation was
to a certain extent delicately
spiritual and uplifting, harmonizing the audience with Hi-ah
Park's dancing, and the rest of
their senses. A good portion of
her singing, though, was a distraction.
Her random shrieks gave the

able. The high-pitched shrieking/singing made members
snicker at various times.
Hi-ah Park also made audience members laugh when she
went into the crowd pressing
her face against someone else's
in melodramatic adamancy.
Most of the performance,

She laid him down while contorting her
body on top of him acting like she was
a spirit bringing death.
impression of an artist deliberately trying to be' avant-garde,'
rather than letting the music
naturally take hold of her, allowing the art to speak for itself.
At random points during the
show, it was more of an annoyance than an enhancement.
The dancing and singing had a
fluid continuity for part of the
show, but at times it betrayed a
poor incongruence.
It was interesting to watch
the members of the audience's
expressions. Some were laughing, while others were spellbound.
The audience betrayed the
dichotomy of opinion: either it
was a serious and spiritually engaging performance or it had
certain lapses .that were laugh-

though, the audience sat enraptured by her nimble body movements and spiritual expression
of the dance.
The fact that the dance was
not choreographed is outstanding in and of itself. Improvisation creates latitude for the
artist to become his or her art.
There are advantages and disadvantages to improvisational
autonomy of the artist.
. The performance displayed
both. The advantages, on the
whole, outweighed the disadvantages. The audience said it
all. When the people where
. leaving the performance, some
were smiling, while others were
introspectively contemplating
"what does it really mean to let
your spirit dance free?"

The Cuatro Project Leaves Trinity Toes Tapping
ol
9

3/tOT

This past weekend, Trinity
hosted a festival called Rittno de
Pueblo, meaning the rhythm of
the people. With it came two
spectacular musical performances, both Friday and Saturday night, in what I would call
a refreshing change from the
standard weekend experience.
Saturday's show was headlined by an act titled "The
Cuatro Project." The group was
composed of several of the traditional Latin guitar-like instruments called "cuatros," an
electric bass and a clave.
The cuatro is a traditional instrument in Latin music that
resembles a guitar both in appearance and sound, but has ten
strings.
While its sound does resemble that of a guitar, its sound

The show opened with an They both soloed in turn and
acoustic act that resembled were often passing the lead
bluegrass in style, composed of back and forth between themfive cuatros of various sizes. selves in what made for an exOrquesta Jibara Antigua was tremely exciting show.
the name of the group. This
As I do not speak Spanish and
would have been more than sat- never obtained a physical
isfactory as the main event, and playlist, 1 cannot detail the
made a fine opening.
names of charts played. 'It was
My one complaint, though rarely specific charts, however,
rather petty, is regarding the moving between various stanspace left between the open- dards and their own very sponing act and the actual show. taneous composition.
After finishing the scheduled
The audience was left hanging in their seats for roughly performance, the audience detwenty minutes between the manded an encore. The performers must have needed to be
shows.
When the main act took the persuaded, because by the time
stage, however, the perfor- they returned, the audience had
mance really began to cook. It begun to clear out.
Upon their return, however,
• was still a guitar-driven show;
there were three cuatros on they quickly fell back into and
stage. Yomo Toro and Alvin broke down into what was esMedina are two of Puerto sentially a jam session.
Rico's great cuatro masters', Anyone who listens to lots of
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diffeient rryisic will say that
any really good artist projects a
style and sound that are characteristic of him. Thatistosayan
Eric Clapton fan who really
knows Clapton would recog-'

provisational composition
demonstrated Saturday are
hard to find and it's rare to see
performances of this caliber so
close to home.
This was why 1 found the spe-

Yomo Toro and Alvin Medina are two of
Puerto Rico's great cuatro masters, they
held a majority of the spotlight.
nize Clapton's sound and style
whether he was playing "Crossroads" or "Mary had a Little
Lamb.".
Yomo Toro is no different in
this respect.
He carries with him a dark,
rich, almost mariachiesque
sound that was identifiably
different even from the
sounds of his respective
bandmembers.
Yet, it wasn't even as simple as
a parade of cuatrists showing
their trade. The abilities of im-

dfic demographics of the turnout somewhat disturbing: the
audience contained far more
members of the surrounding
community than it did Trinity
students.
This, I admit, is only characteristic of Trinity and has been
addressed and said many times.
I cannot say I was altogether
surprised at the lack of turnout
on the part of the average Trinity student.
Nonetheless, I would venture
to say one of the best I've seen.

Apply tobe an

Academic Mentor

;;

Benefits include;
••
$3000 for the year
•
.1 academic credit with grade
•••••• Opportunity to enhance your resume through
•
Recommendation
.
••
Leadership and Mentor skills
•
Chance to participate in our community
Pick up the application at the first year office in the basement of Jones or call
extension x5331
Applications due February 25th
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The Widener Gallery Welcomes Ghanaian Paintings
Hollywood Icons, Local Demons, and Ghanaiain Popular Paintings from Artist Mark Anthony
vaudeville and popular band
music.
The paintings are made up to
advertise these events. These
strange images serve to highlight climactic moments in the
concert-parties, in much the
same way as a movie trailer
lures people in by showing the
film's flashiest sequences.
The concert-parties and their
paintings incorporate many
different cultural elements into
their execution.
They combine Christian,
Hindu, and local religious elements.. In constructing the

one has been to the advertised
concert-party, the story is not
clear. Some stories are told
through multiple panels such as
the one entitled Judgement Day.
The first panel shows a
preacher in the act of giving a
sermon while his congregation
ignores him.
Instead they are fighting,
kissing, dancing, picking each
other's pockets and even making love in the pews, oblivious
to the preacher.
It is finally revealed, in the
course of the play, that the
priest actually draws his

These strange images serve to highlight
climactic moments in the concert-parties,
in much the same way as a movie trailer.

>

power from juju, a local African spirit.
One of the many pieces offered by Mark Anthony.
In the second panel, when
the preacher is judged, an anturn to your left you would see Hollywood Icons and Local De- gel denies him entrance to
BY KATE HUTCHINSON
a ghoulish beast with multiple mons, highlights the carter of heaven while a flaming deArts Writer
heads, a chicken's body mottled Mark Anthony, one of the top mon reaches out with a hook
towards hell.
with brown warts. Most of the concert-party painters.
As you enter the Widener paintings in the gallery have
In his paintings, Anthony
While not so much in JudgeGallery at Austin Arts Center some sort of strange figure in draws on outside elements such ment Day, other panels really
the first thing that strikes your them, creepy, nightmarish, al- as Japanese Kabuki films from bring out the outside influences
eyes is an enormous painting of most Dali-like.
the Golden Age of Hollywood as on Anthony's work. In one
ghastly white arms and hands,
The paintings are from a spe- well as scenes of everyday Gha- panel, in which a man is
reaching out from a rock and cific genre, originating in naian life. What results is an mauled by two beasts under a
dropping bones on a dirt road Ghana, known as concert-party original type of painting that at tree, the tree leers with grisly
while two horrified people look paintings. Concert-parties are once catches the viewer's eye.
face, reminiscent of the talking
on.
,
lavish, extravaganzas combinTh,e panels are narrative in trees in the Wizard ofOz.
Tol/aifhough unless
In another, a huge figure with
It's a weird painting. If you ing elements of morality plays,
COURTESY OF WIDENER GALLERY

paintings, artists incorporate
many other influences into the
final piece.
The current gallery exhibit,

Leonardo Maprio

The Beach

snakes for a head, his body clad
only in a leopard skin loincloth,
calls to mind the classic Tarzan
movies.
Another monster resembles a
cross between a Japanese Samurai and King Kong.
Anthony uses a unique
blend of artistic styles in creating his paintings. The colors
are bright and flashy, catching the viewers eye at first
glance.
He concentrates on textural
aspects of each work: soft tapping with the brush creates
scattered rushes, bold strokes
make glossy leaves and gentle
horizontal strokes conjure up a
lazily flowing river.
Especially effective were the
bulbous warts on one creature
made by quick circles of brown
and black.
Anthony also worked very
hard to highlight shadows and
bright surfaces, making an excellent sense of depth in each
work. While the perspective
was not perfect, each painting
conveyed three-dimensional
space.
Anthony'stype of painting
was very different from anything I've seen, although it
called to mind nineteenthcentury circus posters.
In comparison, Anthony
has achieved the same effect,
drawing the viewer, to the
piece and therefore the concert-party with a single look.
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Directed by Danny Boyle (Trainspotting) and based on the novel by
Alex Garland, The Beach tells the story of Richard (Leonardo
DiCaprio), an American backpacker who travels to Thailand in search
of adventure. When he arrives in Bangkok, he encounters a French
couple, Etienne (Guillaume Canet) and Francoise (Virginie Ledoyen),
and a paranoid drug addict named Daffy (Robert Carlyle). Before
committing suicide, Daffy gives Richard a map describing a mysterious
beach. With Etienne and Francoise by his side, Richard goes of f in
search of this wondrous place, putting himself and his friends in grave
danger along the way.

STOP BY THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE THIS WEEK FOR YOUR FREE
TICKET TO SEE A SPECIAL
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We realize we don't have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet." Let's just say that at
VarsityBooks.com we've math;t)ie most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you'll
also receive them in just one tp three business days,. All on a Web site that's completely reliable and secure.
What more do you need to know? *%:~ ,,
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Savings off distributor's suggested price. Books delivered in no more than three business days. Some rastnctionaapply. See site for details.
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TOEMANi
Trinity
Hocus Pocus Hanky Panky

An unfortunate female was
pulled out of the audience on Friday night during the Student Activities-sponsored night of magic...
only to be hit on repeatedly by the
Stage Magician. The lovely assistant, who was volunteered by the
magician himself for the rope trick,
was given the task of cutting a
piece of rope and then asked to pull
the scissors (allegedly the very
same used by Mrs. Bobbitt) out of
the magic man's pants - twice. AT
first she was shocked and amazed
by not-only the illusionist's gall, but
also by the size of his...scissors(?)
A Little Old for a 5th Year
Senior, Ain't Ya?

An unidentified man was seen
roaming freshman dormitories
and trying to convince freshman
students to give him their money.
What do you do when a stranger
walks into your room and tells you
that he needs money or a place to
sleep? Here at AT, we have no idea
what we'd do. Reports are that he
made off with $40 and some
change what was going to be used
for laundry. Some students will be
sorry when they have dirty clothes
in about a week. A word to the wise:
After 2 AM, lock your doors.
Ok, You Can Quit Your Day Job
Now

Just when it looked like Trinity
Students would have to suffer
through another uneventful
"party" at the barn, some decided to
try and spice it up a little. Maybe
they were drinking, or maybe they
were just bored. In an almost
empty "Party Barn" after many students attempted a foray into the
field of table dancing, one of them
actually earned a dollar. You Go(
PJdyl The: only cjuestion is, What are'
you golnlg Wt&H the kids; when
they ask how you worked your
way through college? "My daddy
worked at Chippendales."

Queer Desire and (Inter) Racial
Performance

Six-String Bass Delights
On Wednesday, Feb. 9, at 12:15 PM the Department of Music presents "Six-String Bass Delights."
Private Lessons instructor David Stoltz and
friends Charles Flores and Rob Gottfried present
a program of Jazz instrumentals and original
compositions. Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center, free admission.

On Thursday, February 10, at the William
Benton Museum of Art, Professor James Smalls of
the University of Maryland will deliver a lecture
entitled "Inside Van Vech ten's Camp: Queer Desire and (Inter) Racial Performance." The lecture
is part of the provocative Mixed Media Exhibition
at the University of Connecticut and it will begin at 4:00 PM. Admission is free.

Just When The Music Stopped
Studio 19 New Play Series presents "Just When
The "Music Stopped," written by Mamie Glazier
and directed by Amy Buchner '02. An aging
trumpet player of the "Swing Era" confronts his
sense of displacement as he seeks re-connection
with the human spirit. Thursday, Feb. 10,4:15 and
8:00 PM, Studio 19.

Umoja House
This week the Umoja House will host "The African Diaspora & Spiritual Manifestation in the
Latino Culture," presented by Glaisma PerezSilva,M.S. on Thursday, February 10,7:30 PM. For
more information call the Office of Multicultural
Affairs at x4251.

Derek Trucks Band
Come to Toad's Place, 300 York Street, New
Haven, to see the Derek Trucks Band perform live
on Wednesday, February 10. The show starts at
8:30 PM. Door price $12, advance purchase $10.

Chapel- Happenings
Saturday, February 12

Dutchman
The office of Multicultural Affairs is organizing a theater trip to see Amiri Baraka's "Dutchman." Tickets and transportation to the Hartford
stage are $5.00 for students and $10.00 for faculty
and staff. Saturday, February 12,2:30 PM.

5:15 - Praise and Worship with Gospel Choir.

Sunday, February 13
5:00 - Roman Catholic Mass
7:00 - Vespers with Chapel Singers
7:45 - Holy Eucharist

MEN WITH GUNS

Wed, Feb. 9 - 7:30 PM

(1998) Written and directed by John Sayles. Cast: Federico Luppi, Damian Delgado, Mandy Patinkin. In
Spanish, English, Nahuatl.Tzotzil, Maya and Kuna. Federico Luppi, who brought a haunting elegance to
his role in Cronos, plays a wealthy Central American doctor in John Sayles' Men with Guns. Wondering
about the young doctors he trained to work in poor ruralareas, Luppi sets off into the dangerous countryside to find a world unlike any he has ever known. The gorgeous cinematography of mountain heights
and Mayan ruins is thanks to Slawomir Idziak (The Double Life of Veronique, Blue). 128 min.

PRINCESS MONONOKE

Thu,Fri, Feb. 10,11 -7:30 PM
Sat, Feb. 12 - 2:30,7:30 PM

(Japan, 1999) Written and directed by Hayao Moyazaki. Withthe voices of: Claire Danes, Billy Crudup,
Gillian Anderson, Jada Pinkett-Smith, Minnie Driver, Billy Bob Thornton. Hard core fans of Japanese
animernust be. experiencing nirvana. Hayao Moyazaki, the brilliant creator of My Neighbor Totoro and
-Kiki's DeliverySeryice has made a new master piece, and it's playing at Cinestudio! For newcomers to anime,
(elaborately drawnjapanese animated films inspired by comics) Princess Mononoke could be a truly mindfixpand.ing experience. Set in a pantheistic forest where everything is alive, the earth's endangered species
band together to do battle with humanity. Pokemon this is not - but it will be a thrill for older children
and any adults with a little imagination. "Miyazaki is like a god to us." -John Lasseter (A Bug's Life,
Mulan).135 min.

THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH

Fri, Feb. 11 -10:30 PM
Sat, Feb. 12-10:30 PM

This Partying can get Dangerous

While taking part in the age-old
tradition of partying, a student
falls and hits head during late night.
The student suffers a head wound
and is escorted the hospital We
think she might have been drinking, but we're not sure. Just goes to
show you that Vodka and stairs
don't mix.

(1999) Directed by Michael Apted. Screenplay by Neal Purvis, Robert Wade and Bruce Feirstein. Cast:
Pierce Brosnan, Sophie Marceau, Robert Carlyle, Denise Richards,John Cleesejudi Dench. There's something inevitable about sitting back in your seat, becoming engulfed in the big screen, and letting yourself
surrender to the next James Bond affair. You can be sure to be in for a sinfully enjoyable movie with exotic
locations from Scotland to Azerbaijan, beautiful & brainy women (Sophie Marceau and Denise Richards),
amoral bad guys~and the all-important opening chase. Like his fellow outsider Sean Connery, Irish-born
Pierce Brosnan knows that to become James Bond, you must inhabit the role with more than a touch of
irony. The late Desmond Llewelyn's last appearance as Q. 128 min.

42 UP

Still There Still Bare

After many weeks, a pair of
black panties are still hanging from
the light by the Cook Arch. In our
ongoing effort to beautify Camp
Trin-Trin, AT volunteers to return
the garment to its rightful owner.
Hopefully we won't be "hanging"
around as long as the undies.

(Britain, 1999) Director: Michael Apted.

-

.

Sun, Feb. 13-2:30,7:30 PM
Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri,
Feb. 14,15,16,17,18 - 7:30 PM
Sat, Feb. 19 - 2:30,7:30 PM

Cinestudio is pleased to present the Hartford Premiere of Michael Apted's highly acclaimed documentary. The Jesuit saying "Give me a child until he is 7;and I will give you the man" is the motto of 42 Up,
which began in 1963 as a project of Britain's Granada TV. The idea was to film, every seven years, the same
14 children from different backgrounds, providing a snapshot of what Britain would become in the year
2000. That moment has come, and Apted's film is an amazing record of an evolving society, and the effects
of time on a person's dreams. As we watch the innocent children turn into awkward adolescents, and from
confident young people into adults looking back on their lives, the drama is as rich and profound as any
fiction. "Brilliant! On my list for the top ten films of the year!" Roger Ebert. 130 min. •
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Wednesday Night Bistro
Children's Nature Books
New Haven, CT: In the season that reminds us
to see the world through the eyes of the young,
The Yale Peabody Museum of Natural History
presents an enchanting new exhibition,
"Children's Nature Books: Connecticut's Legacy."
The exhibit will remain on view through July 4,
2000. "Children's Nature Books" teaches a reverence for the natural world, and conveys a sense
of responsibility for all the creatures, human and
animal, that inhabit that world.

Night and the City
The Yale Center for British Art is pleased to
present films during the month of February as
part of its spring film series "Unreal City: The
Urban Experience," accompanying the museum's
major retrospective "C.R.W Nevinson: The Twentieth Century." On February 12 the series presents
Jules Dassin's 1950 production "Night and the
City." Admission to the museum and the film series is free.

Amnesty International Campus
Group

This week's guests to the Wednesday Night Bistro are "Hollow: Andrew Peterson '00 &r Band."
Come at 9:30 PM to see them play cover, original
and rock and roll. Alt. Beverage, ID Required.

Amnesty International is a worldwide campaigning movement that works to promote all
human rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international
standards. Please join the first Amnesty International student group meeting in 2000 this Tuesday, February 8, at the Umoja House at 8:00 PM.

Friday Night Entertainment

Senior Thursday

Saturday Night Live

On Thursday, February 10 seniors are invited
to Senior Thursday at The Bistro. The performance by "Jones One" begins at 9:30 PM and continues until 12:30 AM. Alt. Beverage, ID required.

The comedy of Mark Eddie, followed by a DJ
party is the highlight of the Saturday Night entertainment at the Vernon Place Social Center.
February 12,10:00 PM - 2:00 AM. Alt. Beverage,
ID Required.

The Lion's Club

Valentine's Formal

Please join the new members of the Lion's Club
at Trinity for another information and membership meeting this Wednesday, Feb. 9, at 4:00 PM.
The meeting will take place in the Tom Smith
Room in the Mather Student Center Cafeteria.

Trinity College Black Women's Organization
and the Office of Multicultural Affairs invite you
to Valentine's Formal on February 12,10:00 PM 2:00 AM. Black tie/ prom attire. Cost: $5.

On Friday, February 11, the Party Barn presents
Entertainment Showcase featuring the poetry of
Aarian Pope and musical guest "One World Tribe."
Vernon Place Social Center, 10:00 PM - 2:00 AM.

Dexter Groove
Larry Kirkwood on Campus

Black History Month Events

You are cordially invited to view Larry
Kirkwood's "body casts" at a reception on February 14,2000 outside the Alumni Lounge. Larry
Kirkwood of Kirkwood Studios, Missouri, is a
graphic artist who creates "body casts" from
people's torsos to depict the beauty of the individual body and celebrate the human form. Reception is from 4:30 to 5:30 PM.

February, the Black History Month at Trinity
College, offers a variety of lectures, presentations
and other activities related to the topic. On Friday, February 11, a guest speaker will honor the
MOCA Civil Rights Dinner at the Vernon Place
Social Center. Again, as part of "Back to the Future: Black History Month," on Monday, February
14, a Brother/Sister Dinner will take place at 6:30
at the Rittenberg Lounge.

Come for another night of fun and entertainment on Monday, February 14, as Dexter Groove
performs live at the Underground Coffeehouse at
9:00 PM.

The Wood
The Wednesday Nigh t Movie Series returns on
February 9 with "The Wood." Vernon Social Center, 10:00 PM, free admission.

Classifieds

NOWPLA
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Mexico/Caribbean or Central America $229
: rx, Europe $209 o.w. Other world wide destinations cheap! Only terrorists get you there
cheaper! Book tickets on line:
www.airtech.com or (212) 217-7000
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Showcase Cinemas - East Hartford
Any Given Sunday - 9:15 PM
Galaxy Quest -12:35,2:45,5:00,7:25,9:40 PM
Next Friday -1:00,1:40,3:15,3:40,5:15,5:45,
7:30,8:05,9:50,10:05,12:05,12:30 PM
Scream 3 -12:50,1:20,1:50,3:15,4:00,4:30,5:40,
7:15,7:45,8:15,9:45,10:15,10:45,12:15,12:40 PM
Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo -10:15,12:10 PM
The Green Mile -12:30,4:15,8:05 PM
Isn't She Great -1:00,3:05,5:10,7:20,9:30 PM
Stuart Little -12:10,2:15,4:10,6:30,8:30 PM

Down to You -1:25,3:30,5:30,7:45,9:50,12:10 PM
The Hurricane -12:40,3:50,6:45,9:40 PM
Scream 3 -12:50,1:20,1:50,3:15,4:00,4:30,5:40, v
7:15,7:45,8:15,9:45,10:15,10:45,12:15,12:40 PM
Supernova -12:00 PM
Toy Story 2 -12:25,2:35,5:00,7:00 PM
Eye of the Beholder -12:30,2:50,5:10,7:25,9:45,
12:15 PM
Play It to the Bone -12:05 PM . .
The Talented Mr. Ripley -12:45,3:35,6:30,9:20,
12:00 PM

Showcase Cinemas -Buckland Hills
Angela's Ashes -12:40,4:00,7:10,10:15
Down to You -12:30,2:40,5:00,7:20,9:40,11:50
Eye of the Beholder -12:15,2:35,4:50,7:30,9:50,
12:10
.
Girl, Interrupted -12:25,3:40,6:55,9:5,12:15
The Hurricane -1:15,4:30,8:00,11:00
.,
Next Friday -1:00,3:15,5:30,7:40,9:50,11:55
Scream 3 -12:50,1:20,2:00,3:15,4:00,4:30,
5:40,7:15,7;45,8:15,9:15,10:15,10:45,11:35,12:15,
. 12:40

The Cider House Rules -1:00,3:50,6:45,9:30
The End of the Affair -12:45,3:00,5:15,7:35,10:00,
12:15

• • • ' • . - . • : •

Galaxy Quest -12:50,3:10,5:20,7:50,9:55,12:05 .
The-Green Mile -.12:10,4:00,7:40,11:20
',. v
Isn't She Great -12:00,10', 15,12:15
Play It to the Bone -12:10
Stuart Little -12:20,2:30,4:30,6:30,8:30
The Talented Mr. Ripley -.12:35,3:45,7:05,9:55 •
Toy Story 2-12:00,2:15,4:00 . .
..

Elm Cinema
:

Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo - 9:30 PM
Man on the Moon - 8:00 PM

Snow Falling on Cedars -1:45,4:15,7:00 PM
Toy Story 2 - 2:00,4:00,6:00 PM
:

Are you a writer? Artist? Photographer?
Interested in journalism?,;, ,
The Tripod wants YOU!!!
Call Dan at x2583 and begin today!
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Pin Loss Harvard Defeated Hockey Rebounds
from Tough Loss
BY PETER MARINO

Sports Writer

Junior Josh Semick pinned
Trinity College sophomore
Noah Cox (Pittsburgh, PA) in
the 157-pound match to lead the
visiting United States Coast
Guard Academy Bears to a 2521 win over the Trinity College
Bantams in intercollegiate
wrestling action this afternoon.
The loss drops Trinity to 10-8.,
Bantam junior Michael
Marcucio (Derby, CT) remained
undefeated for the season with
a pin of his 133-pound opponent at 1:36, while his younger
brother, freshman Anthony
Marcucio (Derby, CT), pinned
his opponent at 2:17 in the 125pound bout. Senior heavyweight
Peter
Marino
(Winchester, MA), junior 149pounder Riad deFreitas (Silver
Spring, MD),and freshman 141pounder Mark Foresi (West
Springfield, MA) also posted
victories for the Bantams.
Come watch the wrestling
team on Thursday take on
Wesleyan at home.

continued from page twentyeight
ity. Randy won The Alice A.
and Elizabeth A. Chick Squash
Trophy, awarded to the team's
best competitor, her Freshman
and Junior years. According to
Wendy Bartlett" Randy refuses

Brown who both took their
matches to 4 games. The Trinity Women's Squash team
proved for the first time in
school history that they are better than Harvard.
Now ranked #3 in the nation,

This is a very exciting time for the Trinity
Women's Squash team. For the first time,
they have the ability and strength to place
#2 in the nation and win the intercollegiate championships.
to lose and has one of the best
squash records in Trinity history," with 54 wins and 22 loses.
Trinity dominated and defeated Harvard with a final
match score of 5-4. #1 Janine
Thompson '01, #2 Nicola Clark
'03, #3 Gail Davie '00, and #5
Clare Austin '03 each won their
match 3-0; while, #6 Mollie
Anderson '02 won in a grueling
match 3-1. Every other Trinity
player really pushed their opponents and made them earn
their wins, most notably #7
Randy DePree '00 and #9 Amy

Trinity will spend the next
week and a half preparing for
their next target, the #2
Princeton Tigers.
This is a very exciting time for
the Trinity Women's Squash
team. For the first time, they
have the ability and strength to
place #2 in the nation and win
the intercollegiate championships. Although there are no
more home matches, the team
would certainly appreciate
your encouragement as they
tackle the remainder of the season.

BY MICHAEL SAYRE

Sports Writer

This weekend, the Bantams
hosted Williams College and

Massachusetts College of the
Liberal Arts, and needed to win
at least one in order remain in
the playoff picture. A very
strong Williams team came to
the nest on Friday night, and
gave the fans one of the most exciting games to watch of the
year.
The Bantams and the Williams Ephs came out hard and
fought to a 0-0 stand still at the
end of the first period, with
both teams having several
chances to score. The second
period, however, belonged to
Trinity. Six minutes into the
second period, Wayne Sellars
'00 took a pass from Greg
Bridgman '01 and fired a shot on
net that Brian Fenwick '02 was
able to tip past the Williams
goalkeeper. For the rest of the
period, the Bantams continued
to dominate the purple cows.
With just 18 seconds left in the
period, Denis Petrov '01 fired
home a one-timer on a pass

from Ryan Beale '02 to give Trinity a 2-0 lead going into the
third period.
In the third period, Williams
regained their composure, and
they were able to score two goals
in the last five minutes of the
period to send the game to overtime. Williams scored a heartbreaking goal with 3 minutes
left in overtime to give the Ephs
the win. Geoffrey Faulkner '02
played an outstanding game in
goal, and had 41 saves on the
night.
On Saturday, the Bants hosted
the Mohawks of Massachusetts
College of Liberal Arts. Trinity
came out hard after being upset the night before by Williams. After just the first period,
Trinity had a 5-1 lead on goals
by Denis Petrov, Wayne Sellers,
Greg O'Leary '03,Jeff Griffin '02,
and Scott Rickard '00. Dan
Lyons '01 added another goal in
the second period to give the
Bantams a final score of 6-2.
Lyons, Griffin, and Fenwick
both had two assists in the
game. Mikko Auvinen '00, Ryan
Southard '01, Mark Colwell '02,
Andrew "Boo" Burns '00, Greg
O'Leary, and Greg Bridgman all
had assists in the game as well.
Geoffrey Faulkner played another solid game between the
pipes, and made 17 saves on the .
night. Sophomore goalie John
Rossi entered the game in the
third period and made several
key saves to shut the door on the
Mohawks of MCLA.
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Mikko Auvinen helps finish MCLA with an assist.

Interested in
Writing for the
Sports
Section?
Call x2853 and ask for Nat
' ..i.V.'lfi
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Trinity Track Team Posts a Fourth Place Finish
at Wheaton Invitational Indoor Track Meet
BY DAVID KYLE

Sports Writer

This past weekend, the Trinity Track
and Field team held their own against
the competition at the Wheaton College
Invitational Indoor Track Meet on Saturday, February 4th in Norton, MA. The
Women, who competed against such
strong teams as Brandeis, Amherst, and
Wheaton, hung on to place 4th overall
with 51 points. Some of these point scorers included 1999 Ail-American
heptathlete Mandy Rival '01, who scored
4 points total for running a 26:92 to a
third place in the 200 meter dash, and
finishing second in the women's highhurdles. Also on that day, Rival snagged
a 4th place in the High Jump hitting her
personal record on the nose, at 1.58
meters.
Kerry Hood '02 also put two points on
the map for Trinity with a 1:04:67 in the
400 Meter dash. Sarah Desmond '03
came in right on the heels of Hood in 7th
place with a 1:05:13 in the same event.
Kate Klein '03 was another point scorer
for the Lady Bants coming in fourth in
the 600 meter race with a 3:12:11.
In the other running events, the
women's 3,000 meter saw Caroline Leary
'02 finishing with a 11:10.5 in third, while
Leeann Rheame '03 finished strongly in
the Women's 5,000 meter, also in third
with 18:38.33 to score 6 points for the ladies. Stephanie Wezowicz '03 ran a personal 5K record that day in 21:12.68 down
from a Cross-Country time of 21:30. The
women also did well in the 4x200 meter,
coming in third at a collective time of
1:56.60. Jer^Villa came in 4th, place in the.

Trinity runs to fourth place at Wheaton Invitational

with a 10.25 meter jump. Jade Hwang
hurled the shot put 8:98 meters that day,
scoring a point for Trinity.
In the men's events, Trinity placed 3rd
with a total of 61 points. Bob McGovern
'03 took home a point for Trinity by whittling away at his personal best of 1:28.6
in the 600 meter, down from 1:29 flat.
Ryan Bak '03 scored a big 10 for Trinity
with a trademark first place performance in the 800 meter event, running
a 1:56:83. Sean Cahill '03 hit his personal
record on the nose in the 200 meter dash,
with a 26:56 sprint.
, .Andrew Malick '00 performed espe-

for the men coming in an extremely close
second place with a gutsy sprint at the
end of his 1500 meter with a 4:09.85. This
is also a 9 second improvement on his
best time in this event. "I felt good," said
Malick, "and if I can get in another race I
feel like I can drop a few more seconds."
Steve Coakley '03 also did well that
day in the 3,000 with a 9:20.86, a P.R. by
7 seconds for this freshman. He also was
under a sub-five minute mile pace for
this event- which, according to Coakley,
"was a pace in the 3K that I've been wanting to break since 1 was 14."
Todd Markelz '02 has been slowly

k

r

b

with a P.R. of 15:17:9 in the Men's 5k, and
also scoring 10 points for Trinity with a
first place. "I feel like I've been on a steady
improvement," said Markelz. "Despite
weeks of hard work. It's always nice to get
a P.R. and hopefully there will be more
to come."
In the field events, notable that day
was Nic Fox's '03 launching the weight
12:08 meters, about half a meter farther
than his performance in the weight
throw last week.
Next week, look for the Bantam's to
make an appearance at the Smith Invitational on February 12th at Smith Col/legein Northampton; MA; ;> - ;^ r •

THE CONNECTICUT PRIDE
PRESENTS

COLLEGE
NIGHT!
Half-Price Tickets With Valid
Trinity College ID!
2-for-1 Budweiser and Bud Light!
Wednesday, Feb. 23
Pride vs. Sioux Falls
7:05pm

Thursday, March 2
Pride vs. Grand Rapids
7:05pm

All Pride home games at the Hartford Armory
For tickets, call 1-888-88 PRIDE

TAKE A BREAK TO SHOW YOUR PRIDE!
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Priore Named New
Football Team Coach
Ja BY DAVID KINGSLEY

Sports Information Director

• Charles F. Priore, the assistant head
football coach at the University of Pennsylvania, has been named the head football coach at Trinity College, replacing
interim head coach Bill Decker. Chuck
has his bachelor's and master's degrees
from the State University ol New York
at Albany. He startedhis position here
at Trinity on January 1,2000.
The 39 year old Priore joined Pennsylvania in 1992 as offensive coordinator
and offensive line coach. He served in
those positions up through the 1999 sea-

ministrator" said Rick Hazelton, Trinity
Director of Athletics. "We are confident
that Chuck will continue the tradition
of excellence and achievement that has
distinguished Trinity's football program
since its first football game in 1877."
Chuck succeeds Bill Decker, who as
the interim head coach, led Trinity to a
winning 5-3 record for the 1999 season.
Decker will remain with football in the
position he has held for the past 9 years
as defensive coordinator and linebackers coach. He will also continue as
Trinity's head coach of baseball. "Bill did
a remarkable job in making Trinity football one of the top programs in the New
England Small College Athletic Confer-
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Swimming Finishes

Strong Against Bates
and Conn College

"He understands the college game, as a tactician on
the field,as a recruiter, and as an administrator" —
Rick Hazelton, Trinity Director of Athletics.
son when he was also named assistant
head coach. Before joining the University of Pennsylvania, Priore was offensive
coordinator, varsity strength coach and
varsity offensive 1 ine coach and tight end
coach at Union College from 1986-1991.
Priore also coached lacrosse.servingas
Union's head lacrosse coach from 19871991 and as the team's assistant coach
from 1986-1987. He earlier served as
head lacrosse coach at the State University of New York at Albany from 19851987 and as the assistant lacrosse coach
from 1984-1985.
,.. .
"Trinity is pleased to have a coach of
Chuck's capabilities join its staff. He understands the college game, as a tactician
. on the field, as a recruiter, andas an ad-

ence during' the past season, and all of
us associated with the College appreciate his effort" Hazelton said. "His team's
winning record is especially significant
when you consider that it was accomplished in the year following the retirement of coaching legend Don Miller.
With Decker heading his very successful baseball program, and the addition
of Priore as a quality football coach, we
look forward to both programs continuing to prosper."
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Trinity swimming sweeps Conn College.
BY EMILY POLITO

Sports Writer

'"Oh Saturday.the Men's and Women's
Swimming and Diving Team travelled to
Connecticut College to compete in a trirnees against Bates and Connecticut Col;
jege. The men were victorious against
'Connecticut College, but lost by a close;
margin to Bates: The.women put up a
.gpod.-frght. against- both, teams, but unfortunately, lost both competitions.
' The men's team focused on beating
Bates, as their depth and strength were
clearly superior to that of Connecticut
College. It was an exciting swim meet,
and the lead switched hands several
times throughout the afternoon. Some
outstanding performances by the men
include sophomore Alex Blanc-hard's
first-place finish in the 100 yd. butterfly.
Also, fellow classmate Christian Sterling
finished.second in the 1650 yd freestyle,

necticut. Unlike the men, the women
focused their attention on finishing
ahead of Connecticut, as the.two teams
are sirnilarinterms of depth and talent.
Because rhe meet ennsisred of the sprint

events (50 yd and 100 yd of each stroke),
Connecticut, had an advantage, as they-are. a very strong sprint team. rSpm€notable perfprmances.fqr the-women were
senior, co-captain CarrieJRorer's 50 yd
and 100 yd breastroke events, where she
touched out a long time Connecticut rival. The frosh also performed well, as
Hillary Roberts had a season best in both
. the 50 and 100 yd backstroke. Also,
Laura Centofanti took Conn and Bates by
surprise with her second place finish in
the 200. yd freestyle, while classmate
Karen Huebner had a strong showing in
the sprint events, and came back to anchor the 200 yd freestyle relay, Freshman Kathryn O'Donoghue gets the
Iron-Woman award, for her outstanding
performances in the two distance events,

"Although we fell short in the end, the team put forth
a valiant effort. I was very pleased with everyone's
swimming." — Jennifer Benjamin '01
with- a season's best split at the 1000 yd
mark. Sterling also dropped over 1 second in the 100 yd breastroke. Junior
Chris Nicholas pulled through to beat
the Bates competitor in the 100 yd individual medley. Senior Michael Gorman
had a strong finish in the 100 yd backstroke, while freshman Chris Rorer had
a lifetime best in the 100 yd breastroke.
Once again, the seniors proved their
dominance when the senior relay consisting of Gorman, Ryan Young, Andrew
Lovig and Matt Ruggles swam to a first
place finish in the medley relay. Unfortunately, since the men do not have any
divers due to injuries, they lost the overall meet by a mere 17 points. However,
they lost the swimming competition by
only one point. Senior co-captain Andrew Lovig stated, "I'm really proud of
the way the men's team swam, the guys
stepped up and swam hard, and we have
some season best times to show for it."
On the women's side, there were many
strong performances, but unfortunately
not enough to outscore Bates and Con-

the 1650 freestyle, and the 500 yd
freestyle. Sophomore Carey Friedman
proved her versatility when she chose to
compete in the 100 yd butterfly rather
than her usual 100 yd freestyle. Junior
Jenny Benjamin posted season's bests in
both the 50 and 100 yd breastroke, after
returning from a semester abroad. The
meet came down to the last couple of
events and unfortunately, Connecticut
won. As teammate Benjamin states, "Although we fell short in the end, the team
put forth a valiant effort. I was very
pleased with everyone's swimming."
The women are done with their dual
meet season, and will not compete for
another two weeks, '.until the New England Championships,- which will be
held at Bowdoin College. The men compete at home next Saturday at l;00 PM
against Bowdoin College, and two weeks
later travel to Bowdoin for the New England Championships. Bowdoin will be
a very competitive meet, so head down
to the pool on Saturday to support the
men's team.
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Trinity Men's Basketball Team Takes Two Wins
and One Loss From a Mixed Week on the Court
BY DEVIN PHARR

Senior Editor
'The Bantams enjoy another terrible
week' is not the type of headline the team
wanted to see here. It is unfortunately fitting as they went into Tuesday 9-3 and
came out 10-5. In the three game span
they played what are middle of the road
teams this year: The Clark Cougars, The

Middlebury Panthers and The Williams
Ephmen. Now, despite pre-semester expectations Trinity may become a middle
of the road team themselves.
On Tuesday, barely two hours after the
last update the men played host to Clark
University. The Cougars of the
NEWMAG conference, who are by no
means a weak team, came into the game
at 11-5. An annually tough opponent,
Trinity was well aware of the up-tempo
guard driven game this team tends to
play. Their attention to this fact was evident in a typical first half for Trinity. Several times, the Cougars thre.ale_ned_tp_
and quickly in the half-court offense. At
one point they held a 10 point lead over
the home team. The Bants continued to
use their strengths in defense and high
percentage shooting in their own halfcourt set to make a 12-2 run, capped by a
free throw and six points by junior Scott
Wallach.
A one-point, hardly comfortable, lead
was steadily built on by the team. They
soon found themselves facing another
deficit after Clark made a 10-0 run on a
series of Bantam turnovers and missed
shots. This time the Bantams were running out of time in the game rather than
the half and fell into the kind of speed

Junior Co-Captain Mike LaBella takes it to the hole to finish
the weekend with 10 points.

game Clark wanted to be in all along.
The lead grew to 15, then 19 and pretty
d down

MWiKfi'm!
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man starter Ryan Uzinski with 8. The
game was most decidedly lost by a lack
f d ^ ^ A e Bantams wouldwoTk
f ^ ' I b ' t h ' e week-

There was no overlooking the fierce NESCAC rivalry
between Trinity and Williams, which can be summed
up for most sports by saying "we just don't like them."
Whether that would extend to a personal level was
determined Saturday afternoon.
were already trying to win from behind.
The game ended with a final score of 9782, Clark. High scorers for Trinity included junior forward Colin Tabb with
25, Senior Co-Captain and center Rory
Neal with 22, Wallach with 18 and fresh-

end.
The first of these two contests took
place in Middlebury, Vermont, where the
Bantams visited Middlebury College.
While no powerhouse at 7-8 the Panthers
were an important victory for the Ban-

tams who were in danger of practical
playoff elimination. The game proved
not to be much of a contest thanks to
heavy rebounding statistic for the Bantams. Neal who led the team with 14 on
one half of a double-double (14 points)
was helped by junior Julian Bah. Bah
grabbed 6 rebounds of his own along
with 5 blocks and 10 points. Also key to
the Bantam effort was the play of junior
Mike LaBella scoring 10 points of his
own from the point and shooting guard
positions, Sophomore Jerrod Green had
eight as the Bantams would go on to win
74-57.
The Panthers may have been overlooked, if not before, then during the
game. There was no overlooking the
fierce NESCAC rivalry between Trinity
and Williams, which can be summed up
for most sports by saying "we just don't
like them." Whether that would extend
to a personal level was determined Saturday afternoon. The Bantams entering
the game at 10-4 could not afford to lose
many more games in their schedule and
the unusually mediocre Williams squad
was one of their best chances at playing
beyond February. But whereas, Clark
plays quick, Williams played slow. On an
almost silly amount of travels, steals,
turnovers and fouls the game was virtually tied at 26-22 Williams. The four
point deficit was immediately erased by
the Bantams in the second half as well.
A tale of the first half would well start
with neither team's scoring leaders having any luck seeing the rim. The tale of
the second would be how Joe Weiss of
Williams found it first. Exploding for an
unholy 30 points, he was backed up by a
22 point performance from shooting
guard Andrew Conley. With 76% of Williams points between them they had
nearly enough to beat Trinity alone.
Some of this was as a result of a lack of
matching defensive intensity by the Bantams. At the other end the Bantams shot
poorly and were having difficulty finding places to safely shoot from that their
height usually allows. Only 2 players
scored in double figures for the Bantams
and one, Tabb, with a 7-16 shooting performance for 18 points. Next highest was
strong play from by Mike LaBella, which
continued through the weekend with
another 10 points. The score at the
buzzer finished Williams 68 Trinity 58.
The Bantams next play Elms at 8:30 PM
on Tuesday night.

Upcoming Sports Events

Upcoming Sports Events

Men's Squash @ Hotkrt/Rochester, Western
Ontario Saturday "\, \ \

Men's Hockey vs, B,owdoin on Friday, 7:35 PM
1 >'' \\
1,
Women's Hockey^ Williams Saturday"%

Women's
Men's and Women's Indoor T?ack#Smi
S t d
Saturday

Men's Ba
Women's Bask©
8:00 PM

a on Tuesday,

/I * * H^if
Wrestling vs. Al4svKfsleYaa Wgnesday, 6 30 PM

Men's and Wo
Saturday, 12:

vs. Bowdoin on
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TRINITY SQUASHES HARVARD
Trinity Men's Squash Tramples Harvard Crimson 16-2
Preston Quick, the #1
American in inter-collegiate squash, dispensed
his opponent in three
quick games. Bombay's
Akil
Bhel
and
Botswana's
Lefika
Ragontsa were also able
to accomplish their
wins in three games.
Freshman
phenom
Johnny Smith, playing
the number five position, gave his opponent
a thrashing much to the
delight of his many female fans.
Trinity's only two defeats came from Rohan
Bhappu '02 and Guarav
Juneja '02 who played in
the six and eight spots.
The undefeated South
African, Loua Coetzee,
delivered another strong
performance. Freshman
Nick Kyme overcame a
nervous start to triumph
over his opponent in the
number nine position.
Victories outside of
thetopnine came from
Rohan Juneja, C. Baggs,
Noah Wimmer, Josh
Miller, Duncan Pearson,
Duncan Burn, Luke
Preston Quick '00, number-one-ranked interWWW.TRINCOLL.EDU Semple, Rick Sheldon,
collegiate squash player, dispenses of his opponent.
and Thadeus Roberts.
At the end of the day the
7-2
victory
over
the
Crimson
score
was
Trinity 16, Harvard 2.
BY DUNCAN PEARSON
held extra importance for the Coach Assiante was pleased
Sports Writer
seniors because it was their fi- with the team's performance,
nal opportunity to play in front but still reminded the team that
For the fourth time in School of the raucous Trinity fans. The The NCAA tournament is the
history, Seniors Marcus Cowie, team feels that the fans have trophy that this Trinity team is

"Both teams benefited. Harvard left the facility thinking that they
have a chance to beat us at the Nationals. We left the facility
knowing that we have a Jot of work left before the championships."
--Coach Paul Assiante
Preston Quick, Luke Semple,
Duncan Burn, and Rick.Sheldon
led the Trinity men's squash
team to victory, this Saturday,
over second-ranked Harvard.
These five seniors over the past
four years have spurred Trinity's
national championship drive
and -set the stage for an intercollegiate squash dynasty. This

played no small part in bringing the national championship
to Hartford.
Two time national Champion Marcus Cowie defeated
Harvard's Tim Wyant 3-1, delivering what one awestruck observer described as "Marcus's
finest inter-collegiate squash
performance." From there,

Men' s Squash Results.

Trinity
1. Cowie
2. Quick
3. Behl
4. Ragontse
5. Smith
6. Bhappu ,>;
7. G. Juneja
8. Coetzee
9. Kyme

Trinty vs. Harvard

Harvard
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Wyant T 3-1
Abraham T 3-0
WitcherT3-0
KarlenT3-l
Patterson T 3-0
Ghosh H 3-0
Merrill H 2-3
Barry T 3-0
Pike T 3-1

shooting for.
Number three spot Akhil
Behl had mixed feelings about
the team's victory. Though he
thought the team did "pretty
well," he had expected a "more
one-sided victory" from the
Bantams. Behl speculated about
the upcoming championships.
"Harvard will work much
harder now that the have seen
us play and they will be tougher
competition at the Nationals."
In a telephone interview,
Coach Assiante commented on
the match. "Both teams benefitted," he said. "Harvard left the
facility thinking that they have
a chance to beat us at the Nationals. We left the facility
knowing that we have a lot of
work left before the championships." •
This weekend will be on the
road, facing Rochester/Hobart
and Western Ontario. The Men
have only two more opponents
to face before the Team
Chamionships at Yale.

Women Post First Win Over Crimson
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Janine Thompson '01 takes the game to Harvard.

tribute to the two senior co-captains Gail Davie '00 and Randy_
Sports Writer
DePree '00 who were playing
their last home match at TrinThe Trinity Women's Squash ity. Gail Davie came from
team defeated Harvard for the Manchester, England to join the
first time ever on Saturday, Feb- Trinity Women's Squash team in
ruary 5th. The atmosphere at the Spring of 1997. Her freshthe courts kid the foundation men year, Gail played #1 and infor a glorious victory: the seat- troduced the team to a new and
ing pyramid was packed, the much higher level of play. Gail
lady Bants were psyched, and was a First Team All American
Harvard was anxious and ner- Squash Player her freshman and
vous. According to coach sophomore years at Trinity, and
Wendy Bartlett, "the girls had was a Second Team All Ameribeen training hard and de- can her junior year (due to her
served to win."
appendectomy in January of
The Lady Bants' preparation that year which postponed her
for Harvard entailed a 9-0 vic- playing by six weeks). Gail has
tory over Brown, practice with been a tremendous asset to the
the men's team, and a Friday squash team with her incredible
night dinner at Timothy's. talent and colorful personality.
There was a positive vibe buzzRandy DePree joined the Trining throughout the team on the ity Squash team after playing for
morning of the match. Every- three years at the Taft School in
one was fired up and ready to Watertown, CT. She has always
beat a rival that, as one senior been one of the team's anchors
recalled, "annihilated us my playing between positions 6-8
freshman year."
for all of her four years at TrinCoach Wendy Bartlett began
see HAWARD on page 24
the team introductions with a
BY PRISCILLA DEPREE

• Women 's

Squash Results

Trinity vs. Harvard
Trinity
l.Thompson
2. Clark
3. Davie
4. Lewins
5. Austin
6. Anderson
7. DePree
8.Todd
9. BrownK.
10. Greenwood
11. Schwartz
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Harvard
Elias T 3-0
Wing T 3-0
Hall T 3-0
Witcher H3-0
Endresen T 3-0
Brown T3-1
Coleman H 3-1
Holland H 3-0
Gregory H 3-1
FeinbergH3-0
Fryer H 3-0

